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Ann Spirit, an ann
wrestling machine in
Japan, has been
taking its competition
to a whole new level.
Distributor Atlus Co.
has recorded three
broken anns from
those who have tried
to match the stength
of the machine. The
game, which
features 10 levels,
has been recalled
from all Japanese
aracades and is
not distributed
overseas.

Student turns movie magic into moolah
JENNIFER HEIMBUR6
Staff Writer

The Entrepreneurial Digital
Cinema MFA program yields a
fledgling this ·fall: the first fulllength feature film created by a
graduate student.
Laura Lopez, a third-year student in the master's program, completed the production of her film
Baker, which she wrote and directed in 24 days this summer.

On any given day during the
ftlming of Baker, Lopez directed a
crew of 25 to 30, filmed for up to 16
hours at a time with no air conditioning, and faced unforeseen problems as they arose - in her words,
it was a project that required careful choreography, Lopez said
"There is so much control in all
other art;• Lopez said ''The closest
thing that [directing] compares to
COURTESY WILLIAM HUNG

PLEASE SEE

BAKER ON A11

Laura Lopez fUmed her first full-length film, Baker, in 24 days.

Fewer students
engage in 'heavy'
drinking since 2000
LAUREN PAULAUSKAS

This year's HOMECOMING CONCERT is

StaffWriter

More UCF students are engaging
in healthy drinking habits, according
to recent data
From 2000 to 2006, data from the
Core Alcohol and Drug Survey
shows that the number of UCF students who drink heavily and recklessly have decreased.
Developed by the Southern Illinois University at Carbondale and
funded by the U.S. Department of
Education, the Core study surveys at
least 1,000 students annually about
their drinking habits, classifying
them , as non-drinkers, heavy
drinkers or heavy and frequent
drinkers. The results are then compiled into a report that the university
uses to measure drinking trends
among the student body.
Many universities around the
nation use the Core survey to gain
information.
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Knights look
for new place
to call honte
•

Parents say goodbye .
to first-year students
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FIRST YEAR ADVISING
TO HOST AWELCOMING
EXPO IN THE UNION

NICOLE STANCEL
StaffWriter

First Year Advising and Exploration will
host this year's Welcome Expo 2007 in
the Pegasus Ballroom of the Student
Union this Thursday at 10 a.m. The
expo helps freshmen get involved
with UCF clubs'and organizations.

LOCAL &STATE, A2

ENDEAVOUR LANDS
SAFELY DESPITE TILE
GOUGE, HURRICANE
Ii

••

Endeavour and its crew of seven
streaked toward Earth on Tuesday,
wrapping up a nearly two-week
orbital drama that centered on a deep
gouge in the shuttle's belly and an
early homecoming prompted by a
hurricane.

•
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HOST COMPANY OF THE
CHICAGO TRIBUNE
APPROVES BUYOUT
Tribune Co.shareholders approved an
$8.2-billion buyout of the media
conglomerate Tuesday, but the
transaction still needs financing and
FCC waivers, marking the simplest step
left toward new ownership.
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Star power lights up Convocation Center

GET YOUR

ROBYN SIDERSKY

TICKETS

T

Staff Writer

his year's Homecoming concert plans to break in the
Convocation Center in style.
( 1.
Headlining the playlist for the Nov. I show will oe
well-lmown bands Fall Out Boy, Gym Class Heroes,
Plain White T's and Cute is What We Aim For.
''We're working together to bring a bigger show to UCF,"
Homecoming Executive Director Marc Berkovits said.
Tickets for the show can be purchased starting Saturday
·
for $32.
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8,000
seats available

4,400

seats given out
free to UCF students

$32

per ticket sold to
students, general public

Moving in for the fall semester
can be as bothersome as it is
thrilling both for students and parents.
At UCF, there is a noticeable difference in pedestrian and vehicle
traffic. At the campus bookstore, the
exchange of money for goods is as
popular as those for gameday and
graduation tickets. All the while,
new students are found eagerly (or
sometimes not so eagerly) searching
for their classrooms across campus.
Jim Laria, a resident of Clermont
who ,helped his granddaughter
Krysten Klekotka, 18, move into the
Tower apartments on Friday, is concerned but not scared that she's on
her own. He feels assured that she's
mature enough to rise to the occasion.
"It's a struggle, but it's an exciting
struggle that she's going away to
school," Laria said. "I'x;n reliving the
days I went to college."
Other parents may have had
reservations about sending their son
or daughter off to college, but this
was not the case for Kathy Pyle. Her
18-year-old son attended a summer
semester at UCF.
"I'm very excited to send my kid
off to college," Pyle said. "I'm from St. Augustine, and there's not one
kid that hasn't said they love UCF."
There are a number of housing
opportunities on and off campus.
Whether an apartment or a house,
the choice can be easy for some,
especially when space becomes an
issue.
On-campus housing varies from
apartment style, with one room per
student, to pods, where up to four
students share two-bedroom suites.
with 9,900 students occupying oncampus and affiliated housing, such
as Pegasus Landing, Jeff Novak, the
associate director of Housing and
PLEASE SEE
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News and notices for
the UCF community

Welcome Expo 2007 begins Thurs.

'utur~

First Year Advising and
Exploration will host this year's
Welcome Expo 2007 in the
Pegasus Ballroom of the Student Union Thursday at 10 am.
The expo is designed for
incoming freshmen to meet
UCF clubs and organizations,
as well as connect with fellow
students and other UCF
resources. The event will also
show students,"50 ways to be a
Knight," and will provide free
food, door prizes and music.
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Student Union celebrates 10years

407-447-4558

Students are invited to come
out and help celebrate the Student Union's 10-year anniver-

Melissa Heyboer x213
editor@Centm/RoddaRlturerom
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Keep local with headlines

you may have missed

Shuttle Endeavour lands safely
after trouble sparked in orbit
CAPE CANAVERAL
Endeavour and its crew of
seven streaked toward Earth on
Tuesday, wrapping up a nearly
two-week orbital drama that
centered on a deep gouge in
the shuttle's belly and an early
homecoming prompted by a
hurricane.
NASA stressed that the 3
1/2-inch-long gouge in Ende<lvour's belly would not endanger
the shuttle or its astronauts,
including
teacher-turnedastronaut Barbara Morgan.
Morgan had been teacher
Christa McAuliffe's backup for
the doomed Challenger flight
in 1986.
The damaged area on
Endeavour faced 2,000-degtee
temperatures
during the
hottest part of atmospheric reentry, but engineers were convinced after a week of thermal
analyses and tests that the
spacecraft would hold up.
There was zero chance of a
Columbia-style catastrophe,
NASA managers said.
Endeavour's re-entry path
had the shuttle zooming over
the South Pacific, crossing
PLEASE SEE

LOCAL ON A4

LET US KNOW
The Future wants to hear
from you! If you have a club,
organization or event and want
your information to be considered for the Around Campus
column, send a fax to 407-4474556 or an e-mail to
editor@CentralFloridaFuture.c
om. Deadlines are 5 p.m.
Wednesday for the Monday
edition. During the summer
semester, the Future only prints
once a week
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News Editors
Jenny Andreasson and
Matt Morrison x213
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Opinions Editor

UCF CHEMISTRY LAB TURNS OUT TO BE

Natalie Morera x213
opinions@(entra/Roridafuture.rom

""l

Sports Editor
Padrick Brewer x215

Late Knights to hold first event
The first Late Knights of the
semester is set to kick-off Friday in the Student Union.
The event, which is themed
"Party Like a Rocle Star,'' will go
from 9 p.m. to 2 a.m. and boasts
an oxygen bar, celebrity boxing,
guitar pick jewelry and more.
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Editor in Chief

sary.

To celebrate, the Student
Union will be hosting its 10year anniversary party on Friday. Throughout the day, the
Union will be celebrating with
discounts at all food vendors,
giveaways and more.
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Variety Editor
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Corinne Schuler x214
variety@(£ntra/Floridafuture.com

Photo Editor
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Andy Jacobsohn
photO@(entm/RoridaRlture.com

Staff Writers

Professor given
Boris Schelishch
medal for work

Brandon Bielich, Richard Bilbao,
Donald Thomann, William Goss,
Whitney Hamrick, Maty Knowles, Jennifer
Larino, Lauren Paulauskas, Jeffrey Riley,
Zaileen Roach,Amanda K. Shapiro,
Robyn Sidersky, Jessica Sunday,
Woody Wommack, Tara Young

Copy Editors

VICTORIA SIEGEL
Hydrogen heaven is a magical land
where clouds are made of swirling
pink hydrogen gas. Rivers ofhydrogen
seem to smoke as the hydrogen evaporates in the warm air and mountain
tops are frosted with hydrogen crystals.
·
Sounds great, right? Actually, the
real Hydrogen Heaven is slightly less
enchanting and magical, but just as
fascinating.
Located on the second floor of the
Chemistry building, Hydrogen Heaven is the research laboratory run by
Michael Hampton, a chemistry professor at UCF. Hampton has run the
laboratory since 1985. He was recently
awarded the Boris Schelishch Medal
for his contributions to hydrogen
research.
"If someone is interested in this
kind of chemistry, .the lab is just so
sexy," micro and molecular biology
junior Roberto Santamaria said.
The lab is made up of three adjoining rooms, each room home to different types of equipment.
The entrance room is cluttered
with microscopes, flasks and beakers,
both in cabinets and on countertops.
Vital research equipment, lab hoods
and chambers for ventilating lethal
gases are kept here.
In the second room, all of the
chemicals are stored. Several are
housed in "dry atmosphere" boxes,
which keep moisture away from the
chemicals because, if exposed, they
will explode.
The third room, while utilized for
storage, is also home to some of the
technical lab equipment used for
hydrogen research.
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Michael Hampton, the lead professor of the chemistry lab affectionately dubbed Hyrdogen Heaven, has been
running the lab and doing research at UCF since 1985. Hampton has been trying to find ways to harvest hydrogen's
power, even trying to build generators that can run off of water - with just a bit of chemistry's persuasions.

are running out ofpetroleum,'' Hampton said.
An even bigger problem is figuring
out a way to store hydrogen.
"These are the things that we work
on," Hampton said.
The lab continues its work thanks to corporate funding. Not much information was provided due to the fact
that each project is not yet patented.
PLEASE SEE
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Distribution Manager

Today: Heat index values as high as
99. Calm wind becoming east northeast between 10 and 15 mph.
Tonight: Partly cloudy with a low
around 75. East northeast wind
between 10and15 mph.
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Drew Agan x211
One such instrument, the X-ray diffractometer, bombards a substance
with high-frequency light to analyze
what is in it and how much energy it
holds. While that may seem complicated, it is just a fancy way of finding
out what a solid object is made of.
Despite the lab's small size, it has a
large impact on the community.
''.A major problem in the world right
now is figuring out a way to use hydrogen as an energy source because we
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Jenn Kepler, Brian Murphy, Jamie
Salmasian, Megan Speer
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Depressed?
• Ladt of energy
• Change in appetite or weight
• Sleeping too much or too little
• feelings of emptiness or hopelessness
• Loss of interest in your favorite activities
• Trouble concentrating or mal?ing decisions
• Sadness throughout the day, nearly every day
If you are experiencing any of these symptoms, you might be
interested in a medical research study for adults who experience
symptoms of depression. If you qualify, all study-related care will
be provided, at no cost, and you will be compensated, up to $400
for 1ime and travel. There is no over night stay, and heal1h
insurance is not required. Call today for more information.
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\\Then
Leonardo
Calderon and Oscar Alba
decided to open their own
place on North Alafaya
'frail last summer, they had
one id~a in common: top
quality food at real reasonable prices for college students and for the community. '

•

El Corral, a casual fast
food restaurant with fresh,
homemade meal offers
specials everyday. For only
$3.45, combo #1 includes a
quarter chicken, rice,
beans, and garlic bread.
Looking for a little more?
'fry combo # 2 that also
includes a drink and your
choice of French fries,
fried yucca, tostones,
salad, or the original tropical potato.

•

•

The menu offers plenty
of grilled, roasted, and

•

fried entrees from chicken
to steak, pork, and fish.
The chicken is the specialty item that 1s flavored
with homemade tropical
seasoning.
\\Tith the help of their
wives Paola and Diana
Plata, the quartet has gone
from the "great neighborhood restaurant to a hot
lunch destination" in just
four months.

"Efficiency and speed
are important for so many
people, so our system
seems to work for them"
said Leonardo Calderon. El
Corral uses a warm,
friendly hybrid system
where customers order at
the counter and the food is
served at their tables.
Ice creams, desserts,
imported sodas and beers,
our homemade sauces
from mojito, ranch, mild,
and hot; make El Corral
the perfect sport for UCF
Students.
Call 407-382-0199 or
come visit at 3900 N.
Alafaya Trail. El Corral is
open every day from llam.
to 10 p.m.
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Having trouble
getting back

..

to~ork?

•

We can help you get back into the routine. Come visit the Project Spot and see what
you can do with your imagination and our design programs (Mac or PC). Our on-staff
graduate assistant can help you with everything from P.hoto editing to graphic design .

•

Photoshop
Illustrator
In Design

Dreamweaver
Fireworks
Flash

•

Formerly the Student Copy Center.
Located in the John T. Washington Center across from Chick Fil-A.
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Keep current with headlines you may have missed
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Central America and Cuba,
then heading up the Florida
peninsula into Kennedy
Space Center. Its trip
spanned 13 days and 5.3 million miles.

•

State continues negotiations
with Seminoles over gambling
TALLAHASSEE - Florida's government has three
more weeks to make a deal
with the Seminole Tribe over
bringing Las Vegas-style
gambling to its casinos.
The U.S. Interior Department extended Tuesday's
deadline for an agreement to
Sept. ll,' Gov. Charlie Crist
said.
The tribe believes it can
bring so-called Class III
games like blackjack and
roulette to its casinos
because the state allowed Las
Vegas-style slot machines in
Broward County dog and
horse racing tracks and a jaialai fronton.
The state is seeking a
share of the tribe's revenue,
as well as regulatory oversight over some of the operations.
In exchange, the Seminoles could be given exclusive rights to those games.
Crist would not reveal the
state's goals in the negotiations.
·
He said he didn't want to
share them because "I don't
want you to be disappointed
if they're not achieved. It's a
delicate negotiation and it's
been extended now."
Lawyer Barry Richard,
who is representing the tribe,
didn't immediately return a
call seeking comment.
-ASSOCIATED PRESS
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Aresident of Chetumal, southeastern Mexico in the Yucatan Peninsula tries to make
his way through flooded streets after Hurricane Dean crashed into the'coast Tuesday.

Tribune Co.shareholders
approve billion-dollar buyout

Iranian-American freed on bail
after months in Tehran prison

CHICAGO - Tribune
Co. shareholders overwhelmingly approved the
$8.2-billion buyout of the
media conglomerate Tuesday, but the transaction still
needs financing and federal
waivers. ·
Preliminary results indicated 97 percent of those
casting votes approved the
deal led by billionaire Sam
Zell, marking the simplest
step remaining in the torturous path to new ownership
that began when the ailing
newspaper publisher put
itself up for sale last year.
The owner of ll daily
newspapers, 23 TV stations
and the Chicago Cubs still
needs the Federal Communications Commission to
grant it waivers from rules
banning same-market ownership of television and
newspapers. After that, it
will have to navigate in a
troubled newspaper industry while under a huge and
increasing debt burden.

TEHRAN, Iran A
detained Iranian-American
academic accused of conspiring against the government was freed on bail Tuesday from the Tehran prison
where she had been jailed
since early May, a top judiciary official said
Haleh Esfandiari, director of the Middle East program at the Woodrow Wilson International Center for
Scholars, has l:>een jailed
largely incommunicado at
Tehran's Evin prison on
charges of acting against
national security.
Mohammad Shadabi, an
official at the Tehran prosecutor's office, told The Associated Press she was freed
on $333,000 bail.
Esfandiari's troubles in
Iran began when three
masked men holding k¢ves
threatened to kill her on
Dec. 30 as she was on her
way to the Tehran airport
after visiting her 93-year-old
mother, the Wilson Center
said They took her baggage,
including her U.S. and Iranian passports, the center
said
For several weeks, she
was interrogated by authorities for up to eight hoiirs a
day, according to the center.
Most of the questioning
focused on the activities of
the Middle East Program at
the Wilson Center.
Iran confirmed in midMay that it was detaining
Esfandiari and charged her
later that month.
Earlier this month, Iranian authorities said they
have concluded an investigations into Esfandiari, and
Kian Tajbakhsh, another
detained Iranian-American
also accused of conspiring
against the country's security. At the time, no decision
had been made on whether
they will be put on trial

IIlGHER

New Jersey man pleads
not guilty mschoolyard killings

EDUCATION

NEWARK, New Jersey
- The last suspect to be
arrested in connection with
the execution-style killings
of three college students in a
New Jersey schoolyard
pleaded not guilty <;m Tuesday during his first court
appearance.
Standing with his hands
shackled in front of him,
Melvin Jovel spoke softly
and answered several questions from the judge, including acknowledging that he
does not have a green card
allowing permanent residence in the United States.
Assistant Essex County
Prosecutor Thomas A.
McTigue said Jovel's immigration status is "unclear."
The New York Times reported Tuesday that he was an
illegal immigrant from Honduras.
Jovel, 18, was one of six
people arrested - at least
four of them believed to be
Latin American immigrants
- in the Aug. 4 shootings in
Newark that killed Terrance
Aeriel, 18; Dashon Harvey,
20, and Iofemi Hightower,
20. Aeriel's sister, 19-yearcild Natasha, was shot in the
back of the head, similar to
the others, but survived and
has helped police identify
suspects, according to
Newark Mayor Cory A.
Booker.
The case has raised questions about whether local
authorities should question
suspects' immigration status, and sparked outrage in
New Jersey'~ largest city,
where the murder rate has
risen 50 percent since 1998.
Jovel said he had no other
charges pending, was not on
probation, and had been living with his parents and siblings in neighboring Elizabeth for the past five
months.
Besides Jovel, the five
other suspects are Jose Carranza, a 28-year-old illegal
immigrant from Peru; two
15-year-old unnamed boys;
Rodolfo Godinez, a 24-yearold legal Nicaraguan immigrant and his 16-year-old
half brother, Alexander
Alfaro.
The suspects had known
each other from when they
lived in an apartment complex near the elementary
school where the victims
were slain.
All have been charged
with three counts of murder
and one count of attempted
murder, in addition to other
charges.
Jovel is being held on $2
million bail.

What's in the news at
colleges around the country

Study of college-preparation
program draws controversy
WASHINGTON - Larry
Oxendine had been the director of the federal TRIO programs, which serve disadvantaged students, for only a few
days when a draft report on
the Upward Bound program
landed on his desk. The
results did not look good.
The 2002 draft report, the
third in a series from a longitudinal study, compared
Upward Bound participants
and a control group approximately three years after each
group graduated from high
school It found that most students who participated in
Upward Bound, a collegepreparation program for lowincome and first-generation
students that has been around
since the mid-1960s, were no
more likely to attend college
than students who did not. .
But there was an exception
to that trend: Students who
had low expectations of
attending college at the start
of the study were twice as
likely to enroll in college if
they participated in Upward
Bound than they would have
been otherwise.
Mr. Oxendine surmised
that the reason Upward
Bound failed to increase college-going rates for the rest of
the participants was because
those students would have
gone to college anyway. He
hypothesized that if Upward
Bound were refocused on
higher-risk students, its
impact on college-going rates
would be greater and its limited budget would be spent
more effectively.
To test his theory, he proposed a second study comparing high-risk Upward
Bound participants with a
control group of nonparticipants and with lower-risk
Upward Bound participants.
The study, already under
way in several states, has been
harshly criticized by the
Council for Opportunity in
Education, the . program's
main lobbying group.
The council says it is
unethical, even immoral, of
the department to require
programs to actively recruit
students and then deny them
services.
They have taken their fight
to Congress in an attempt to
stop the study.
- CHRONICLE OF HIGHER EDUCATION

Oak Tree
Apartments

..

2 Bedroom I 1 Bathroom

per month
'"

Deposit 0 -NLY $300*
NO CREDIT CHECK REQUIRED .
Water Included
Walking distance to UCF
Located on Alafaya Trail

•

••

Call Us Today!

407-380-6000

••

Located on Alafaya between Darwin Dr. & Mendel Rd.
*Must meet application qualifications to receive deposit discount ($300 deposit)

•
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.

••

Administration asks for more
time to answer subpoenas
WASHINGTON - Vice
President Dick Cheney's
office acknowledged it has
documents that "may be
responsive" to an investigation into a secret eavesdropping program, although it
indicated it would not turn
over the papers without a
fight.
Lawyers speaking _on
behalf of both President
George W Bush and Cheney
asked the Senate Judiciary
Committee Monday for
more time to respond to
subpoenas involving a wiretapping
program
that
Democrats in Congress have
harshly questioned
In a letter to committee
Chairman Patrick Leahy,
Cheney's counsel Shannen
W Coffin reported that the
vice president's office had
identified more than 40
"Top
Secret/Codeword
Presidential Authorizations"
and memoranda from the
Justice Department that may
respond to the subpoena.
'We continue our efforts
to identify further documents that may be responsive to the subpoena and
renew the request made in
our letter of Aug.10, 2007 for
an extension of time," Coffin
wrote.
Cheney's counsel, however, did not indicate
whether the vice president's
office was willing to hand
the documents over without
a struggle. The letter did
indicate that Cheney would
follow the lead of the president if Bush decided to
assert executive privilege in
refusing to turn over documents.
- ASSOCIATED PRESS
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UCF TEST PREP COURSES
Smarter Test Prep.
407 .882. TEST www.testprep.ucf.edu
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H ....................................-........

•

*SHU1TLE OPERAlIS ON ClASS DAYS ONLY (EXCIPT "TURDAYS) "'NO SHUlTLE SERVICES AFTER 8PM ON FRIDAYS

•
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the UCF Black and Gold Line provides
transportation services for everyone to
travel throughout the campus. There is
no per-ride fare. The service provides
safe, convenient, and timely travel to
the many destinations on our campus.
lay Bergman fleld
(Baseball Stadium)
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Parking and
Transportation
Services

•
ON-<AMPUS SHUTTLE
SCHEDUlEOF
OPERATION:
Buses Operate
Continuously,
(CUSS DAYS OHlY)
Fall and Spring,
Monday- Friday
7 A.M. - 7 P.M.
Su111mer
7A.M. -4P.M.

~
•

AV2
Hercules
Community

ON-CAMPUS SHUTTLE
SCHEDUlEOF
OPERATION:
Buses Operate
Continuously,
(CLASS DAYS ONLY)
Fall and Spring,
Monday - Friday
7A.M. · 7P.M.
Summer
7 A.M. - 4 P.M.

~

Burnett Honors College
lake Claire Apts.
lake Claire Apts.
Arena/Towerl /Convocation Center
© Tower 2 / Baseball Stadium
@ Towersl&4
Wayne Den$Ch Sports Center
COHPA I Engineering I CREOL
AVl I Nike Community
Market Place /Student Resource Center (SR()
Welcome Center I Miiiican Hall
Teaching Academy /Welcome Center
Transit Center I Education Bldg.

I

AV2
<Heradu
o;ommunlty

...

The operating hours are
Monday thru Friday 7A.M. untll 7P.M.
These maps may be used for handy reference.

For ntore information,. please visit our website,

www.parking.ucf.edu/shuttle.html
or call us at

(407) 823-6767.

I

·==.J

•

Bumett tt,nors College
lake Claire Apts.
lake Claire Apts.
Arena I Tower 1 /Convocation Center
Tower 2 /Baseball Stadium
' Towersl &4
7 Wayne l>et)S<h Sports Center
I COHPA I Engineering I CREOL
AV1 I Nike Community
1 Market P1a<e I Student Resource Center (SRC}
Welcome Center I Miiiican Hall
Teaching Academy /Welcome Center
Transit Center I Education Bldg.
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Director gets people to act inside of.t he box
LISA VELARDI
Contributing Writer

Jeff Wirth has traveled a
unique vocational path full of
variety and unexpected
detours.
His meandering trek has
brought him from high
school musicals to his current
position as director and
founder of the UCF's Interactive Performance Lab.
At the lab, Wirth and his
team strive to make Orlando
the hub of interactive performance. Wirth defined
interactive performance as
any kind of performed experience where a person from
the audience becomes a cocreator of the experience.
For example, Storybox one of Wirth's creations positions actors on a small
square floor surrounded by
cloth walls. Unobtrusive
cameras capture the action
inside Storybox and broadcast it to an audience in a separate room. Although the
cloth walls may seem a dull
setting for the actors, they are
encouraged in other ways.
If the location for the
scene is in a New York subway, then the actors would
hear the sound of a peddler
strumming his guitar and the
swoosh if the subway train.
With only sounds to indicate a setting, "the imagination paints the visual picture,"
Wirth said.
But there's a twist: The
protagonist of the story is an
audience volunteer. The volunteer becomes a spectator
turned actor. In the subway
scene, the volunteer might
ask a passerby where a nearby art gallery is. A trained
actor, called an "inter-actor,"
will help guide the volunteer's character. The actor
might do that in the scene by
offering to go with the protagonist to visit the gallery.
But the volunteer ultimately has the power to take
the story in any direction.
Wirth has also created different forms of interactive

performance, using his training as a computer programmer to build iRoleplay and
Simu-Life. Like Storybox,
these applications display the
action in another room where
the audience watches, like an
improvised movie.
The purpose of centering
the action on the audience
volunteer is to create a sense
of self-confidence
and
empowerment inside him or
her.
"There are reality TV
shows that show people at
their worst moment to
embarrass them," said Kenneth Ingraham, an Interactive
Performance Lab actor and
producer. 'We want to show
people at their greatest
moments. We use unreality to
make people powerful."
Wirth's projects and applications are based on this idea
and stem from years of helping and enabling others to
become more than they
thought they could. Wirth
lived out this philosophy
even in the most unlikely of
places.
Under a giant circus tent,
an audience munched on
popcorn and hot dogs. While
the crowd waited for the acts
to start, a small car pulled out
into the center ring. More
than 30 clowns popped out of
· the car, pulling silly stunts
after they exited the cramped
vehicle. Most of the clowns
teased and taunted the
crowd, but one clown did not.
He joked with the audience
and created opportunities for
them to play back. That
clown was Jeff Wirth.
Wirth attended Ringling
Brothers and Barnum & Bailey Clown College because
he wanted more physical
training as a performer.
After clown college, Wirth
spent about a year ballroom
dancing with his sister until
she could find a more permanent dance partner.
"There were moments
when dancing was great fun;'
Wirth said, "but it's a hard
world. The thing that was

good about it was making my
sister happy."
Wirth has not only
encouraged circus crowds
and his family, but he has also
assisted some famous entertainment groups like the Blue
Man Group and Cirque du
SoleU.
A former student of
Wirth's became a Las Vegas
member of the Blue Man
Group and suggested Wirth
come in and work with the
team. The performers had
become very familiar with
each other onstage. Wirth
helped the troupe see that
offstage there were many
things to learn about each
other. He helped prevent the
three partners from burning
out - they performed the
same show thousands of
times - and mix a fresh perspective into their routine.
The international cast of
the Cirque du Soleil's show
"O," also in Las Vegas, challenged Wirth's non-verbal
communication skills. He did
not speak the same language
as some cast members~ but
still taught them improvisational and acting skills.
"It was fun to figure out
and communicate without
language," Wirth said. "I had
to
communicate
ideas
through my eyes and pay
attention to body movements."
According to Ingraham,
Wirth's diverse experiences
have made him very skilled at
observing people's behaviors
and feelings. "He is an incredible judge of character and
can read a person better than
anyone I know," Ingraham
said.
Ingraham said that as a
student at UCF, he took one
of Wirth's classes. Wirth currently works as a professor in
the UCF School of Film and
Digital Media, as well as
director of his lab. After a
handful of comments and a
brief conversation between
the two, Wirth brought Ingraham to see Storybox. Ingraham said Wirth saw both his

ambition and insecurities
from the short time they
talked.
Wirth pushes his students
to do things they never
thought they could, said
Eileen Smith, director of
experiential learning at the
Media Convergence Laborafory. She explained that while
working with Wirth, she saw
him deny students the details
of a project in order to kindle
the students' creativity.

Wirth's inventiveness is
balanced by organization.
"Jeff has boundless imagination," Ingraham said. "I
think, naturally, Jeff would
make things up as he goes, but
he has trained himself to set
up systems and procedures."
Using his mixture of creativity and structure, Wirth
has plans for the future of
interactive performance. He
wants people to come to
Orlando in hopes of seeing an

interactive performance in
progress the same way people
go to Los Angeles to sight a
celebrity,.Wirth said.
Wirth has met many different kinds of people and been
in many different locations,
yet a single idea sparks his
imagination more than anything or anyone else.
"When people take the risk
of becoming the person they
imagine themselves to be that inspires me," Wirth said.
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Employment
Available

FREE
CAR WASH*

()

EXPIRES 8-24-07
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WE OFFER FULL SERVICE CARWASHING
EXPRESS &·COMPLETE DETAILING
WINDOW TINTING
340 S. ALAFAYA TRAIL, ORLANDO
.......
3 MILES SOUTH OF UCF ON ALAFAYA TRAIL
c.-

'
UCP

I

~ "'"'

*FREE EXTERIOR CARWASH, NOT APPLICABLE WITH ANY OTHER COUPONS, DISCOUNTS, OR SAVINGS.
(

·Student Government Senate Allocations
7/1/07 to 7/31/07
Organization Name

Amount

Office Supplies
FA039-078

Vietnamese American Student Association

Total

$100.00

$100.00
tl

Registration
Jeff Wirth, director and founder of UCF's Interactive Performance Lab, has worked as a clown, dancer and even gave his advice to Cirqe du Sofeil.

Army foots some of the bill
FROM
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field.

"It also offers the students
a chance to gain an underEach project in Hydrogen standing ofchemistry, lessons
Heaven is dedicated to hydro- on lab safety and planning
and reporting verbally as well
gen use and storage.
One group of students is as in writing," Hampton said.
Students from freshman to
working on a way to store
hydrogen in organic materi- post-doctorate levels particials. Another group is trying to pate in the lab. To join the
use membranes at room tem- Hydrogen Heaven team, a
perature to separate .hydro- student must first show intergen and helim::n. · A third est in working there and get
group is working on new Hampton's approval before
methods of hydrogen storage, starting.
.
"Besides interest, a stuas well as trying to use electrical or magnetic fields to dent must have a general
. release hydrogen instead of understanding of chemistry
and show maturity," Hampheat.
The students who work ton saia..
Santamaria and Ferstadt
here do so for many different
are currently working on a
reasons.
"I decided to work in the project for the U.S. Armed
lab to gairi hands-on experi- Forces. They are trying to
ence," molecular and ffiicro- harvest hydrogen from combiology junior Katherine Fer- mon compounds to provide
stadt said. Ferstadt has energy to a portable fuel cell.
In other words, instead of
worked for Hampton since
using a battery, they are
the summer of 2006.
"Research experience is enabling soldiers to run a
very im:{'ortant to my career; ge:µerator - by mixing water
therefore, when the chance to · or water-based fluids with
gain that experience present- chemical capsules.
"I love working in the lab,
ed itself, I took it," Santamaria
Santamaria said. "Not only do
said
Like Ferstadt, he has also we get incredible things
been a researcher for Hamp- accomplished, but we have
ton since the summer of fun while we do it.''
Ferstadt says he enjoys the
2006.
The hydrogen lab presents environment and the interstudents the opportunity to esting projects.
·~so, you learn a lot of
gain work experience in their
.
,

problem solving skills and
team work," Ferstadt said.
Hampton hopes to have
Santamaria and Ferstadt's
project ready for commercialization within the next ·
year and a half.
Recently, Hampton was
offered a job as a Jefferson
Science Fellow. The job
entailed providing scientific
advice to the Secretary of
State. He instead decided to
accept a job offer at UCF.
Hampton was recently
named Interim Director of
Interdisciplinary Studies. He
will be directing both the
bachelor's and master's
degree programs.
''.At the moment there are
about 1,500 undergraduates
and 44 graduates in the program," Hampton said. "We
are continuing those students
while reworking and expanding the curriculum in both
degrees."
Weekly meetings are held
to discuss the progress ofcurrent projects.
In the entrance room to
the lab, Hampton and the stu.dents compare successes and
disappointments of their
research to previous project
designs.
It v< as in one of the weekly
meeLings that Hydrogen
Hea·:en got its nickname.
"It just came up one time,"
Hampton said.
1

CRT39-299
CRT39-300
CRt39-301
CRT39-302
CRT39-303
CRT39-304
CRT39-305
CRT39-306
CRT39-307
CRT39-308
CRT39-309
CRT39-310
CRT39-311
CRT39-312
CRT39-313
CRT39-314
CRT39-315
CRT39-316
CRT39-317
CRT39-318
CRT39-319
CRT39-320
SB39-066

Daigle, Allison
Mitchell, Suzanne
Thurston, Jacqueline
Hu, Bi Ying
Vasekar, Parag
Dhir, Vipra
Mazuir, Clarisse
Nat' I Assoc. of Black Journalists
Williams, Keren
Wilson, Candice
Xie, Fei
Diaz,.Rene
Lumseyfai, Jonathan
Maronde, Dan
Scott, Samantha
Middleton, Melissa
lnt'I Medical Outreach
Soc. For Marketing Professional Services
Seelam,Uma
Veigle, Francis Timothy
Duco, Luis
Zhao, Yue
Soc. of Professional Journalist

Total

$250.00
$250.00
$250..00
$250.00
$250.00
$250.00
$250.00
$1,500.00
$250.00
$250.00
$250.00
$212.00
$212.00
$250.00
$250.00
$250.00
$1,500.00
$750.00
$250.00
$250.00
$250.00
$250.00
$2,100.00
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$10,524.00
('

Senate Working Fund
FA039-079
FA039-080
FA039-081
SB39-063

Soc. Of Automotive Engineers
College Democrats
Chinese American Student Association
Hillel

Total

$934.75
$381.00
$1,000.00
$7,000.00
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$9,315.75
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At these Publix locations in Oviedo: University of Palms Shopping Center, 4250 Alafaya Trl;
Alafaya Square, 81 Alafaya Woods Blvd.; Riverside Landings, 1801 E. Broadway St.
At these Publix locations in Orlando: Alafaya Commons Shopping Center, 11955 E. Colonial Dr.;
The Shoppes at Eastwood, 1921 S. Alafaya Trl; Corner Lakes Plaza, 16825 E. Colonial Pr.;
Publix at Avalon, 3400 Avalon Park East Blvd.; Suncrest Village, 10115 University Blvd.

Publix®
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SHOPPING
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Students take a break while moving their belongings in to the Tower I apartments.

Campus housing
tries to get new
arrivals involved
FROM

A1

Residence Life, said that he
had to turn away students
who wanted to move on campus.
Currently, 80 percent of
first-year students and 20
percent of upperclassmen
are a part of the on-campus
experience.
"Unfortunately, we don't
have enough space," Novak
said. "It is our hope to build
more for the future."
For some students, college
is more than learning in a
classroom. Taking advice
from others can aid in a successful college career, especially when freedom and
independence is still fresh
and new.
"Take advantage of everything you can. Be active," said
Keith Babiasz, 27, a seconddegree-seeking student who
moved here from Michigan
to attend UCF. "Networking
is the most important thing.
Talk to everyone because
that's how you get a job."
With their motto "Live the
Campus Life", on-campus
housing claims to give students an advantage to
become involved in the community and allows more of an
opportunity to meet people

on campus.
"I moved into Tower II; it's
the best dorm around here,''
freshman Julian Belilty said.
"It's like first-class."
It may have been more
convenient to live on campus
for sophomore Sean Gerhardstein, who moved from
the Apollo cominunity to Jefferson Lofts for the summer
months.
He was not happy with
what he experienced. A small
room, roommates and parties
nearly every night deterred
him from signing a lease for
the fall semester. He has
since moved to Tivoli Apartments where he enjoys his
space while still being close
to campus.
As for others, simply the
ability to live on their own for
the first time has enough
excitement.
Living with others is going
to be a learning experience
for 18-year-old Lauren Traver,
who is an only child. For both
Traver and her roommate,
Morgan Shope, 18, their goal
is to meet as many people as
possible.
"I just moved into Tower I,
and it's really good,'' Shope
said. "My goal is to learn
more about interacting with
others."

,
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ADD SOME LEADERSHIP & EXCITEMENT TO YOUR SCHEDULE. Register for a Military Science Class.
For more information, contact CPT Berlew, UCF Army ROTC, 407-823-5383 or visit www.army.ucf.edu today!
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Welcome
Graduate Students

.
.-

Welcome to graduate study at UCF. You have selected a top-notch research university
where opportunities abound. Quality academic programs, faculty, student associations,
and services provide you the best experience possible.

•

••
If you need information on resources to help you
accomplish critical tasks as a new student please
visit our website atwww.graduate.ucf.edu or stop
by our office in.Millican Hall, Room 230.
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Drinks, class don't mix
FROM

•

• August 22, 2007

Al

The number of students
choosing not to drink
remained constant: 17 percent
over the years studied.
'We don't lose [sight of]
the fact that UCF students are
fairly responsible," said Tom
Hall, director of Alcohol and
Other Drug Prevention Programming. "They're not getting wasted"
The non-heavy drinkers
increased by nine percentage
points, from 39 percent in
2000 to 48 percent in 2006. In
the same sp~ of time, the
number of heavy drinkers
decreased four percentage
points, from 23 percent to 19
percent. Heavy and frequent
drinkers decreased five percentage points, from 21 percent to 16 percent
Non-heavy
drinkers
reported drinking four or
fewer drinks in one sitting
within two weeks.
Heavy drinkers, considered at moderate risk, said
they drank five or more
drinks in one sitting one time
or more in two weeks. These
students claimed to drink one
time or less per week in the
past year.
Heavy and frequent
drinkers, considered highrisk, claimed to drink five or
more drinks at a sitting, once
or more in two weeks. They
also claimed to drink three
times or more per week in the
previous year.
.
According to Core results,
students who drink heavily
are more likely to engagejn
dangerous behaviors.
Eighty-four percent of
non-heavy drinkers said they
have never driven under the
influence, versus only 38 percent of heavy and frequent
drinkers, according to survey
results.
In addition, 89 percent of
non-heavy drinker-s- reported
never missing class due to
substance abuse, whereas just
44 percent of heavy and frequent drinkers and 63 percent

of heavy drinkers made the
same claim.
''What this tells you is the
more you drink, the more you
risk physical and academic
harm," Hall said.
With the new on-campus
football stadium on the brink
of opening and the subse-

"What this
tells you is
that the more
you drink, the .
more you risk.
academic and
physical
harm."
-TOM HALL
DIRECTOR OF ALCOHOL AND OTHER DRUG
PREVENTION PROGRAMMING

quent suspension of opencontainer laws on game~ays,
UCF wants to promote safe
drinking throughout the
school year.
The Good Sport Ambassador program, currently
going in to its third year, is a
volunteer program for designated drivers on home gamedays. Volunteers must refrain
from drinking the whole day
and display good attitudes,
not being authoritative or
confrontational
"The idea behind Good
Sport is to identify that UCF
fans by and large are responsible and safe," Hall said.
Designated "Good Sport"
areas, scattered across campus on gamedays, will distribute free Dasani to go along
with Dasani's designated driver campaign.
Other UCF alcohol programs not only aid students

but involve them in developing healthy and responsible
choices about alcohol
"One of the things that's
unique is that it's for students,
by students," Hall said Several graduate students and 20
volunteer peer educators,
who work out of office, handle students directly.
The UCF Alcohol and
Other Drug Prevention Programming office received a
Prevention Excellence Award
this year, one of eight institutions across the country to
receive it. The award is from
"Outside the Classroom," a
Boston-based company producing alcohol prevention
and assessment tools. The
Department of Education also
gave $250,000 to the UCF
Alcohol Center for a media
literacy program that will
soon be conducted
Using a social-norms
approach, the UCF Wellness
Center found that the number
of students involved in selfdestructive behavior, such as
smoking heavily or abusing
drugs, is not nearly as high as
what most people may
believe.
For example, 67.5 percent
of college students have never
smoked a cigarette, and 69.7
percent have never smoked
marijuana, according to data
collected during the National
College Health ·Assessment
by the American College
Health Association.
The theory is, some some
students feel pressured into
drinking or drug abuse based
on a societal misconception
ofwhatmostcollegestudents
do.
"That Animal House, Girls
Gone Wtld isn't what they're
doing," said Peter Mastroianni, interim assistant director
for health promotion at the
Wellness Center.
The number of college students engaging in dangerous
behavior has remained low
over several years. "There's
somethingtoitwhenitcomes
back consistent every year,"
Mastroianni said.
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Todd accidentally took History for the first time in college.
A prankster slipped it into his bowling class.

History was cheaper on half.corn. Which led to Todd
getting so into History that he would run around naked,
yelling ''The British are coming ... "
He thought being naked would help.~
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Todd eventually began binging on History, taking it
whenever possible.
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This did not reflect well on the school and Todd was
forced to leave and join the circus.
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Just because half.com is cheaper doesn't mean
you need to buy twice as much History. Use your
savings tor good on half.com and try a video game
console and games instead. ·
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Security, trade focus of summit talks

Bush says U.S. is
"ready to help"
those affected by
Hurricane Dean
BEN FELLER
Associated Press

MONTEBELLO, Quebec
- President George W. Bush,
at a North American summit
on Tuesday, offered U.S. assistance and expressed his concern for the citizens of Mexico
and elsewhere whose lives
were affected by Hurricane
Dean.
''We stand ready to help,''
said Bush, standing alongside
Mexican President Felipe
Calderon and Canadian
Prime Minister Stephen
Harper. "The American people care a lot about the human
condition in our neighborhood and when we see human
suffering we want to do what
we can."
Security and trade issues
dominated talks among the
North American leaders who
met at a posh chateau along
the Ottawa River.
The three leaders began
talks Tuesday with a council
of corporate executives, who
are pushing for broader coordination across North America, from regulatory standards
to emergency planning.
Overshadowing the twoday event was the menacing
Hurricane bean.
The summit schedule was
rearranged to accommodate
Calderon, who was to head
home early to deal with the
aftermath of Dean.
Hurricane Dean slammed
into the Caribbean coast of
Mexico on Tuesday as a roaring Category 5 hurricane, the
most intense Atlantic storm to
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President George W. Bush and Canadian Prime Minister Stephen Harper discuss issues Tuesday at the North American Leaders Summit in
Montebello, Que. Bush joined Harper and Mexican President Felipe Calderon in an attempt to stregthen ties with the fellow leaders.

make landfall in two decades.
It lashed ancient Mayan
ruins and headed for the modern oil installations of the
Yucatan Peninsula, but it
made landfall in a sparsely
populated coastline that had
mostly been evacuated and
skirted most of the major
tourist resorts.
"I have a great deal of concern for the housing and the
lack of services in that general
area for the indigenous people
there and that will be the main
area of concern for us,"
Calderon said.
Among the issues getting
heavy · attention here, Bush
and his counterparts want to
make their borders safer without impeding trade and
tourism.
"We agreed that border
security measures," critical as
they are, cannot threaten the
bonds of friendship or commerce between us," Harper

said.
There are plenty of neighborhood disputes, however,
ranging on issues as varied as
Arctic waterways and passport policies to the war. in
Afghanistan. But the summit
ended on an even keel with
few announcements.
One area of dispute
between the United States
and Canada involves the
Northwest Passage through
the Arctic.
In his meeting with Bush,
Harper asserted Canada's
claim to the passage.
The race to secure subsurface rights to the Arctic
seabed heated up when Russia recently sent two small
submarines to plant a tiny
national flag under the North
Pole.
The United States and
Norway also have competing
claims in the vast Arctic
tegion where a U.S. study sug-

gests as much as 25 percent of
the world's undiscovered oil
and gas could be hidden.
Harper has announced plans
for an army training center and
a deep water port.
Harper said the U.S. and
Canada have been able to man-.
age their differences over the
years, and the Northwest Passage is no exception.
Bush said: "There are differences on the Northwest Passage. We believe it's a international passageway. Having said
that, the United States does not
question Canadian sovereignty
over its Arctic islands and the
United States supports Canadian investments that have been
made to exercise it's sovereign-
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*Repetitive Strain
*Sports Injuries
*Cumulative Trauma Disorders
ART is successful for professional and amateur athletes,
people injured in auto accidents or at work.,
and people who just work hard and hurt.
Symptoms vary from aches and pains, to burning
muscles, to numbness and tingling.
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Anders University Chiropractic
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Baker built with womens touch Free tickets given

to 4,400 students

J

FROM

Al

With well-known bands and
a new partnership come
changes to the Homecoming
concert Because the venue is
much larger and there will be
bigger acts, the event will be
open to the public.
'Working with the Arena
gives us the ability to get bigger
acts outside of our budget,''
Berkovits said
The Arena is eager to get
involved with students, said Ben
Gibbs, marketll!g director for
the Arena
"Students are a big part of
what we do here," Gibbs said
Of the approximately 8,ooo
seats available, 4,400 wj]Y'"be
given out for free to UCF students. The remaining tickets
will be sold to the general public.
"Students who are worried
and want to make sure they
have their ticket now can get it,"
Berkovits said "Otherwise they
can get their free ticket in

)

Novembet:''

"

is conducting an orchestra
You have to be fully in control
but have to let go at the same
time to make it happen."
Working on the set soon
knitted the crew together as
family, Lopez said. Everyone
shared meals as well as jokes.
"Laura was so talented with
everything," said Sharon
Weaver, associate producer of
· the film and a sophomore
World Cinema Studies major
at UCF. "She has been preparfag for this for years, and when
the time came, she knew exactly what everyone needed to
do."
Growing up in Ecuador,
Lopez, 24, always knew she
wanted to pursue film, and
moved to the U.S. to go to college. Lopez was inspired by
American films from the 1970s
- their governmental criticisms and openness - and used
the influence ofthis era to visually and emotionally "stir the
pot" with her own film, she
said
"Sometimes the best films
are the ones that make you
think and argue afterward,''
Lopez said
This
summer
Lopez
received a $1,500 scholarship
from the Women in Film and
Television Commission, created to promote women filmmakers in Florida As this was
the first time this scholarship
was given, Lopez hopes the
organization will continue to
give this award in the future in
order to help other women
filmmakers achieve their goals.
The unique character and
theJll.e of Baker is influenced
by the primary roles women
play both on and off set, said
Randy Finch, an associate professor in the film department,
who has known Lopez
throughout her MFA tenure.

While most of the free tickets will be given out the day of
the event, approximately 200
will be given out prior to the
Homecoming concert at other
UCF events, such as Late
Knights during September and
October and the kickoff carnival
for the new UCF Arena on Sept.
9.

The reasoning behind the
changes this year is that the
Homecoming Board wants to
use the new venue effectively,
Berkovits said
The total budget for Homecoming is $.350,000 and is allocated among all of the Homecoming events.

'

PHOTOS COURTESY WILLIAM HUNG

Top: Director Laura Lopez meets with actress Tovah Feldshuh between takes during the filming of Baker. Above: Actress Aleksa Palladino is
sitting at a bus station in downtown Orlando on the set of Baker. The filming also took place at the former Sunland hospital in Pine Hills.

Both ·lead characters are
women, as is the skeleton of
the production crew. The overall impact of the ftlm is influenced by this lineup, Weaver
said
'Women
don't
only
embroider or put makeup on,"
Weaver said. "They have so
much power and making
Baker showed us that there are
no limits as women. The
theme is still very current
today."

Set in 1974, Baker confronts
the issues of euthanasia, the
struggles for power within a
retirement home and what
people are "capable and willing to do when no one is looking," Lopez said
The idea for the film
spawned from a case in 1989
Vienna, Austria A serial killer
nurse at Lainz hospital and her
three accomplices, dubbed the
"Lainz Angels of Death," took
turns killing elderly patients
and making the deaths seem
natural or accidental.

"These women shared the
power ofbeing God within this
place," Lopez said. "But if no
one knows that you have this
power, is it still attractive?''
The scholarship money
from Women in Film and Television supplemented the film's
budget, but more importantly,
was indicative to Lopez of the
type of support that filmmakers need to thrive within the
small ftlm community of Central Florida
"I am interested in nurturing and retaining the creative
people [in our community],"
Lopez said. "I believe that if
you make films here and nurture the towns here, you can
make that kind of community,
and people would not have to
go outside to create. The support is here, and this town is
not burned out like L.A
[Orlando] supports local
artists and retains a community effort to make things happen."
UCF films' new three-year

MFA program will see its first
graduates in spring 2008.
Within the program, each student learns how to bring a feature ftlm into creation, and will
walk away with three years of
blood, sweat and tears, neatly
packaged in a digital format.
The resulting film is the student's thesis.
The first two years of the
program brings students from
script writing and fundraising
to filming, and every grueling
detail in between, while the
third year focuses on post-production: editing, musical composition and mru-keting the

- RODNEY REESE
GENERAL MANAGER OF THE ARENA

Most of the concert budget
will be spent on paying for the

4,400 tickets.
UCF Card Services will be at
the Convocation Center to scan
the student IDs of people using
free tickets upon entry,
Berkovits said
As students receive tickets
they will be entered into a database so they cannot receive
more than one.
The concerts will put UCF
on the map, said Rodney Reese,
general manager ofthe Arena
''I think all in all this is very
positive," Reese said "We want
to be a premiere destination for
shows in the southeast."
Reese said the show is part of
the bands' tour and that they
happened to be comingby atthe
right time ofyeai:
He is not worried about the
Arena selling out, and doesn't
foresee a problem with students
not being able to get in.
Reese emphasized that concerts like these make UCF a
''player in the game."
This isn't a new idea; it's just
a new venue and higher profile,
Reese said

There's a new
fac~ jn Jown!

film.

"This is an original work of
art," Finch said. '~d getting
people to understand what you
want to do and figuring out
how to do it with limited
resources is one of the most
difficult things that I have ever
tried to undertake. The fact
that we have 23 and 24 year-old
students pulling it off is truly
remarkable."
'
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Keeping your e-mail address
current so that the University can
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As the countdown to the the 2007 Conference USA season continues,
the Future takes a look at the East Division according to the preseason rankings to show
you what to expect in the coming year. The results are in, and they include the ...
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•
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BEN EDELSTEIN I CENTRALFLORIDA FUTURE

Southern Miss running back Damion Fletcher the conference's top returning
rusher as he racked up 1,388 yards and 11 touchdowns in his freshman year.

Marshall tight end Cody Slate, the top tight end in Conference USA, led the
Thundering Herd with 43 receptions, 684 yards and six touchdowns last year.

JAMES ANDRES I CENTRAL FlORIDA FITTURE
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Joe Henderson, a sophomore linebacker for UAB, recorded 63 tackles Jastyear,
good for third on the team. He also recorded one sack.

l

~j
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KEY RETURNING PLAYERS:

KEY RETURNING PLAYERS:

KEY RETURNI GPLAYERS:

OL Chris Clark, LB James Denley, RB Damion Fletcher,
WR Chris Johnson, LB Gerald McRath,TE Shawn Nelson,
OT Martavius Prince, SS Brandon Sumrall,
QB Jeremy Young

OL Brian Leggett, CDoug Legursky, QB Bernard Morris,
WR Emmanuel Spann, FS CJ. Spillman,TE Cody Slate.

FS Will Dunbar, LB Joe Henderson, QB Sam Hunt
WR Sylvester Mencer, CB Kevin Sanders, HB David Sigler,
KSwayze Waters

KEY DEPARTING PLAYERS:

KEY DEPARTING PLAYERS:
RB Ahmad Bradshaw, OL Seth Cook, LB Matt Couch,
DE Shavar Greer, OL Wesley Jones, SS Curtis Keyes,
DT Juan Underwood, DE Albert McClellan (out for season,
tomACL)

KEY DEPARTING PLAYERS:

OL George Batiste, OL Travis Cooley, CRobby D'Angelo,
CB Jasper Faulk, CB Caleb Hendrix, KDarren McCaleb,
WR Anthony Perine, FB Bobby Weakley

Returning starters key Southern Miss strength
BRIAN MURPHY
Staff Writer

Ten days. That's all the time left for UCF players and
fans to prepare for a brand-new football season. The
Knights open their season at North Carolina State on
Sept. 1 and then have their much-anticipated home
debut two weeks later versus Texas.
Those games certainly carry a lot of meaning, especially if the Knights want to be respected on a national
stage. But if you ask any coach in Conference USA what
their goal is for this season, all of them will say to win a
conference championship.
Non-conference games are good for show, but a
team's season is made or broken on conference games.
So, over the next two issues, the Future will previewing
every team in C-USA

Today, we'll look at the C-USA East Division, UCF's
division, sorting each team by its ranking in the C-USA
Preseason Poll.
UCF, which is projected to fmish third in the east, will
have an in-depth preview in the Aug. 27 and Aug. 29 editions of the Future.

1. Southern Miss
6-2 in C-USA, 9-5 overall; division winner, beat Ohio,28-7 in the GMAC Bowl
The Good; Damien Fletcher is the league's top
returning running back after running for 1,388 yards and
11 touchdowns in his freshman season.
He set school and conference records for rushing
yards by a freshman. He also set a Southern Miss freshman record with seven 100-yard rushing games.
Also, the Golden Eagles are very strong on defense.

RB Dan Burks, WR Norris Drinkard, WR Willie Edwards,
DE Jermaine McElveen, DE Larry M6wain,
LB Mastaki Smith, RB Corey White
J,

They allowed the least amount of points in the league
last season and return nine defensive starters this season, led by linebacker Gerald McRath who tallied 104
·tackles in 2006.
The Bad; Southern Miss returns many starters on
both sides of the ball, but one area that will be new is
offensive line.
The Eagles lost right guard George Bautiste, left
guard Travis Cooley and center Robby D'Angelo. Junior
Rick Thompson will be the team's center, but he has
never started a game. And when asked about the guard
situation. head coach Jeff Bower said that position is up
in the air. Those changes to the line could hurt Fletcher,
the team's most potent offensive weapon.
The Ugly: The Eagles were very average on special
teams last season. The only category in which they
ranked higher than fifth in the league was extra point
PLEASE SEE

Junior midfielder
Hanna Wilde was
one of two Knights
selected to the
preseason AJJ.
Conference USA
Team. Wilde had
four goals and two
assists last year,
ranking third on the
UCF squad with 10
points.

UCF hopes to repeat success
After a great '06, youth reigns in '07
PADRICK BREWER
Sports Editor

The UCF Women's Soccer
team will play its first exhibition game of the 2007 season
Thursday. The match, against
Northern Illinois at 5:30 p.m. at
the UCF Soccer Complex, is
one of two exhibition games
before the Knights start their
season Aug. 31 in the Tennessee Lady Vol Classic in
Knoxville, Tenn.
The Knights, who were
picked to finish second in
Conference USA, will be look-

ing for similar results to last
year.
They went 11-6-2 and finished in second place in CUSA with a 7-1-1 conference
record before being bounced
from the C-USA Championship in the first round bythe
eventual champion, UAB.
To repeat that regular-season success, the Knights will
have to find a replacement for
Roberta Pelarigo, UCF's leading scorer for the past two seasons.
'We need to find someone
to step in the goal-scorer role,''

head coach Amanda Cromwell
said. "We want to find out who
will be that goal scorer. It doesn't have to be one person; it
could be four or five people
stepping up."
The key candidates for
stepping might be junior
Hanna Wilde and sophomore
Nikki Moore, both of whom
were named to the Preseason
C-USA All-Conference Team.
The Knights have just five
seniors on the team, and only
defender Kelsey Kravec and
goalkeeper Jennifer Manis
started more than three games
PlfASE SEE

FIRST ON AB

UAB ON A16
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First 2 games will find players' fits
FROM
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last year.
"There's a little more
[apprehension] this year, not
really knowing how good we
will be," Cromwell said. "But
there is a lot of talent in the
lower classes."
Cromwell said that the
youth of the team is countered by a small but strong
senior class.
"The senior class is such
good leaders,'' she said.
"They want to win. They
want to be on the field. They
want to contribute."
As the team prepares for
its upcoming exhibition
games, the game plan is clear.
"We will use one lineup
one game and a different
lineup the next game [Saturday against USF],'' Cromwell '
said. ''You always want to win
[these games], but winning
isn't necessarily the goal. We
want to see where players fit.
"We can do many things
we may not want to do in
[the first regular-season
game]."
Those first games will start
off what Cromwell said might
be the hardest non-conference schedule in C-USA
The Knights open against

A13

407 .678.5441
10141 UNIVERSITY BLVD. ORLANDO FL 32817
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The UCF Women's Soccer team, set to play the first two exhibition games of the year this week, celebrates after its double-overtime win
over SMU. Head coach Amanda Cromwell said the first two games will be more about finding players' strengths and weaknesses.

Minnesota and Penn State in ence.
the Lady Vol Classic.
The Knights will begin its
The Golden Gophers conference slate on Oct. 5 at
went 8-9-2 last year with a l- home against Marshall. The
8-1 record in the Big Ten, biggest matchup could come
while the Nittany Lions fin- on Oct. 14 against SMU in
ished last season with a 13-3- Dallas. It will pit the teams
·3 record, 6-1-1 in the Big Ten. that Unished 1-2 in C-USAUCF will face the Univer- last year and the two teams
sity of Nevada-Las Vegas on . that were predicted to finish
Sept. 7 in the Knights' home 1-2 against this year.
debut.
On Oct. 27 last year, UCF
They will then play the won a thrilling double-overUniversity of California- time match against the MusDavis on Sept. 9. Both match- tangs when Courtney Whides are part of the UCF Invita- den scored on a rebound to
tional Tournament. The defeat the then-No.15 team in
UNLV Rebels are the three- the nation.
time defending champs of
UCF will play its final Cthe Mountain West Confer- USA
when it faces

Southern Miss at home Nov. 2.
After that, they will head to El
Paso, Texas, for the Conference USA Championship.
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University of Central Florida

Services
Permit Regulations:
AP.ermit is required for all motor
vehicles parked on campus.
Permits MUST be ordered online,
and can be-picked up at the South
Garage or mailed to your home.
Daily permits are available.

Vehicle assistance offered
by Parking Services:
• Jumpstart your car
·Call atow truck
• Inflate ti res
·Give directions

Parking Services Hours:
Mon-Thurs: 7:30 a.m. - 6 p.m.
Friday: 7:30 a.m. -5 p.m.

.Online
Reg1strati .
Parkin/¥ :n/~r
R o rerm1t
. ..---... equired
.

How to get your parking permit
Order your parking
permit online at
www.parking.ud.edu
(complete instructions
are online)

Pay for your permit
·Avoid the lines. Pay online with Credit Card and
have your permit mailed to you.
'
• Pay on line and opt to pick up your permit.
• Pay with personal check, cash, or Credit Card at
Parking Services Office.

Your permit must be ordered online!
www.parking.ucf.edu
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For info call: (407) 823-5812
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UAB's lack of QB is a big problem
FROM

A12

2. East Carolina

4.Marshall
4-4 in C-USA, 5-7 overall;
finished third.
The Good: Cody Slate is
one of the conference's top
tight ends. As a freshman last
season, he led the team with
43 catches, 684 yards and six
touchdowns. The team's second-best receiver, Emmanuel
Spann, finished 301 yards
behind Slate.
The Bad: Now, if only Slate
had a good offense playing
along side of him. Bernard
Morris is the team's starting
quarterback right now, but he
threw more interceptions (12)
than touchdowns (eight) last
season. Morris will be challenged for his job by sophomore Wesley Beardain and
freshman Brian Anderson.
Also, the Herd lost Ahmad
Bradshaw, the league's top

(•

Student Disability Services

committee plan with Joseph
Webb and Sam Hunt. They combined for just three touchdowns
and five interceptions in limited
action last season. And usually,
when you can't choose between
two quarterbacks, that pretty
much means you don't have one.

conversions. The Eagles
allowed more than 24 yards
per kick return last season,
ranking them among the
nation's worst. They also
missed a third of their field
goal attempts (16-for-24).
5-3 in C-USA, 7-6 overall;
finished second, lost to South
Florida, 24-7, in the Papajohns.com Bowl.
The Good: The Pirates finished third in the conference
in total defense last season,
and that unit should be even
better this season.
They return all three starting linebackers, Q1.ientin Cotton, Fred Wilson and Pierre
Bell. The trio combined for
188 tackles and 21/2 sacks last
season. They were a big reason why East Carolina
reached a bowl game after
winning three games in 2004
and 2005 combined.
The Bad: James Pinkney
was not the definition of a
great quarterback, but it's
hard to deny that he was one
of the best to ever put on a
Pirate uniform.
He threw the most pass
attempts by any Pirate quarterback in history, and his ability to run made him a double
threat. But now, the Pirates go
from depending on a threeyear starter at the helm to a 6foot-4, 250-pound-sophomore
in Rob Kass. The Pirates don't
have a quarterback on their
roster who has started a game.
The Ugly: The Pirates are a
solid team, but their record
may not represent that early
in the year because their September schedule is absolutely
brutal. They start 2007 at Virginia Tech in what will be an
extremely emotional game.
ECU then has home games
versus North Carolina and
projected C-USA East Division winner Southern Miss.
The Pirates will close out
the month on the road against
No. 3 West Virginia and projected C-USA West Division
winner Houston.

University of Central Florida
To UCF Students
Have a Disability?
Contact Student Disability Services

407 823-2371
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Quarterbacks Sam Hunt, left, and Joseph Webb, right, are competing for the Blazers'
starting job. Hunt, a senior, has more experience, but he has never played a full season.

rusher with 1,523 yards.
When asked at C-USA
Media Day who will replace
Bradshaw,· Thundering .Herd
head coach Mark Snyder said,
"That's a great question, I
wish I had a crystal ball."
The Ugly: The Herd had a
very mediocre defense last
season, ranking eighth in total
defense. But, at least they have
the C-USA Preseason Defen~
sive Player of the Year, Albei;t
McClellan. Well, they used to
have him. McClellan tore an
ACL during practice in April
and he will miss the entire
2007 season. The defensive
end led the conference with 11
1/2 sacks and 18 l/2 tackles for
a loss last season.

5.Memphis
1-7 ·in C-USA, 2-10 overall,
finished sixth.
The Good: Memphis was
just pitiful last year, and that
resulted in a nearly complete
overhaul of the coaching staff.
But you couldn't put any of
the blame on Joseph Doss.
Running behind a young and
inexperienced offensive line,
Doss gained 910 yards and led
the team with seven touchdowns. He can also be a valuable multi-purpose back as he
ranked fourth on the Tigers
with 25 receptions.
Also, this defense ranked
near the bottom in many categories last season, but they
return three starting defensive lineman and three of
their four top tacklers, led by
senior linebacker Heath
Grant and his 81 total tackles
from last year.
The Bad: Q1.iarterback Martin Hankins took over the
offense last season and completed 60 percent of his passes.
But he also threw 13 interceptions, which was the second-most in the conference.
He said he is learning to
drop the ball off to his backs
and tight ends more often in
the spring, but that doesn't
seem to fit into an offense that
doesn't try to hide its love,for

spreading the field with three
and four receivers.
The Ugly: The secondary
is a major work-in-progress.
Safety Brandon McDonald
was the team's leading tackler
last year, but he is gone. Now,
the Tigers' defensive backfield only has one returning
starter in safety Brandon Patterson. Cornerbacks LaKeitharun Ford and Michael
Granberry, at 5 feet, 9 inches
and 5 feet, 10 inches respectively, will have no answers
against better passing teams.
The league's crop of tall
receivers will have their way
with the Tigers' secondary.

6.UAB
2-6 in C-USA, 3-9 overall;
finished fifth in the division
The Good: Honestly, there
is not much here. At least not
yet. This is a very young team
that will be looking to its two
all-conference selections in
junior linebacker Joe Henderson and senior defensive back
Will Dunbar for leadership.
The duo had 128 tackles last
season.
The Bad: The Blazers will
need to grow up at light speed
to compete for their division.
They return only eight
starters after losing 30 players
from its '06 squad. But the
Herd will have their top scorer coming back: their kicker,
Swayze Waters, with 34
points. He hit a modest 9-of-12
field goals and was 7-for-7 on
extra points.
The Ugly: UAB could
muster just 310 yards per
gamelastseason,deadlastin
C-USA. They may not
improve that number much in
2007, with uncertainty in the
two most important offensive
positions: running back and .
quarterback.
Sophomore
Rashaud
Slaughter is listed atop the
team's depth chart at running
back right now, but he has just
one carry in his collegiate
career. Meanwhile, the Blazers may use a quarterback-by-
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Donate Plasma!
Sometimes a Band-Aid is not enough
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Find out how thousands of people save lives and earn extra CA$H by donating plasma
regularly. Plasma is used to make manufacture injectable products for people, including
chi1dren, with serious illneses.

"'

DCI Biologicals 1900 Alafaya Trail Suite 500 _Orlando 321-235-9100
* $10 Special-New and Return (not donated in the last 6 months)
J3ring this ad and receive an extra $5 on your 2nd and 4th donation.
www.dciplasma.com
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Vick agrees to plead guilty to dogfighting
LARRY O'DELL
Associated Press

RICHMOND, Va. - Less
than a month after saying he
looked forward to clearing his
name, Michael Vick now
acknowledges the heinous
acts associated with his name
are true.
The Atlanta Falcons quarterback said through a lawyer
Monday that he will plead
guilty to federal dogfighting
conspiracy charges, an admission that likely will mean
prison time.
For now, any hopes of salvaging his NFL career are secondary to his impending confinement.
''His focus is on his family;
his focus is on answering to
this judge," Vick's lead defense
attorney, Billy Martin, told
The Associated Press after
announcing the plea agreement Monday.
U.S. District Judge Henry
Hudson can sentence Vick to
up to five years in prison and
fine him $250,000, although
federal sentencing guidelines
will call for less.
A government official,
speaking on condition of
anonymity because the terms
are not final, told the AP that
prosecutors will recommend a
sentence of a year ·to 18
months.
The official said such a sentence would be more than
what is usually recommended
for
first-time
offenders,
reflecting the government's
attempt to show that animal
abusers will receive more than
a slap on the wrist.

)

)

Vick will
return Monday tu i.ht
same courthouse where
he pleaded not
guilty
and
resolved to
Vick
prove
his
innocence
just 27 days ago.
This time he will plead
guilty, and Hudson will schedule a date for sentencing.
Since that initial court
appearance, all three of Vick's
co-defendants have pleaded
guilty and agreed to cooperate
in the government's case
against him, including testifying against him if the case had
gone to trial in November as
scheduled.
The co-defendants said ·
Vick bankrolled virtually the
entire "Bad Newz Kennels"
operation in rural southeastern Virginia, including providing gambling funds, an act that
could trigger a lifetime ban
from the NFL under its personal conduct policy.
Two of the defendants also
said Vick participated in the
brutal executions of at least
eight underperforming dogs.
Facing those allegations
and the prospect of a superseding indictment from a new
grand jury that began meeting
Monday, Vick opted to change
his plea
"Mr. Vick has agreed to
enter a plea of guilty to those
charges and to · accept full
responsibility for his actions
and the mistakes he has
made," Martin said in a statement. "Michael wishes to

JOHN AMIS I ASSOCIATED PRESS

Atlanta Falcons head coach Bobby Petrino, right, finishes a news conference on Tuesday in Flowery Branch, Ga., in which most questions were about quarterback Michael Vick.

apologize again to everyone
who has been hurt by this matter."
The NFL noted in a statement that Vick's admission
wasn't in· line with what he
told comm1ss10ner Roger
.Goodell shortly after being
charged.
"We totally condemn the
conduct outlined in the
charges, which is inconsistent
with what Michael Vick previously told both our office and
the Falcons," the NFL stated.
The league, which barred
Vick from training camp, said

it has asked the Falcons to
withhold further action while
the NFL's own investigation
wraps up.
The Falcons said they were
"certainly troubled" by news
of the plea, but would withhold comment in compliance
with Goodell's request.
Gene Upshaw, executive
director of the NFL Players
Association, said in a statement: "We believe the criminal conduct to which Mr. Vick
has pled guilty today cannot
be condoned· under any circumstances. Speaking person-

ally, as I have previously stated, the practice of dogfighting
is offensive and completely
unacceptable. I can only hope
that Mr. Vick, who is young
man, will learn from this awful
experience."
Martin said Vick is paying
a high price for allowing old
friends to influence his
behavior, but he emphasized
that his client takes full
responsibility.
"There were some judgment issues in terms of people
he was associating with," Martin said in a telephone inter-

view. "He realized this is very
serious, and he decided to
plead so he can begin the healing process."
Q!J.anis Phillips of Atlanta,
Purnell Peace of Virginia
Beach, Va and Tony Taylor of
Hampton, Va., have pleaded
guilty to the same charges facing Vick: conspiracy to travel
in interstate commerce in aid
of unlawful activities and conspiracy to sponsor a dog in an
animal fighting venture.
Phillips and Peace will be sentenced Nov. 30. Taylor will be
sentenced on Dec. 14.

Busch gets 3M win
after two-day delay
MIKE HARRIS
Associated Press

•

LYNNE SLADKY I ASSOCIATED PRESS

Juan Carlos Perez removes pieces of loose concrete while doing routine maintenance on the Orange Bowl in Miami, home to the Miami Hurricanes for seven decades. The university's
trustees decided Tuesday that Miami will play its home games at Dolphin Stadium starting in 2008, leaving behind the decaying Orange Bowl, in which the Hurricanes won 70 percent
of their games. Unsuccessfully, those opposed to the move garnered more than 4,000 signatures to keep the games at the Orange Bowl in an effort to change the trustees' minds.

UM to play in Dolphin Stadium
TIM REYNOLDS
Associated Press

CORAL GABLES - The
University of Miami will play
its home football games in
Dolphin Stadium starting in
2008, leaving the historic but
decaying Orange Bowl after
seven decades of calling the
famed facility home.
The university's trustees
decided Tuesday to make the
much-debated move, which
could generate $2 million or
more in extra revenue annually for the Hurricanes' athletic
department. City officials
unsuccessfully tried to keep
Miami at the Orange Bowl by
promising $206 million in
upgrades.
"This is a painful and sad
decision," Miami president
Donna Shalala said
Miami f"rrst played at the
Orange Bowl, about eight
miles from its camp'us, in 193Z
The Hurricanes won three
national championship games
on that field, had a NCAArecord 58-game home winning streak from 1985 through
1994 and have drawn more
than 17 million fans there over
the years.
But the stadium's facade is
rustn:ig. upgrades are needed

'

and the building lacks many Texas, but Hurricanes athletic
amenities that modem stadi- director Paul Dee said the
ums have, such as the luxury school is negotiating to bring
suites and video replay a different opponent in for
screens, that helped lure that date.
Miami has won nearly 70
Miami to the home of the
NFL's Miami Dolphins.
percent of its games in the
UM -agreed to a 25-year Orange Bowl, a place where
routinely
lease with Dolphin Stadium, opponents
which is expected to carry a acknowledged feeling intimidifferent name through cor- dated by the crowds and
porate sponsorship by 2010.
game-time atmosphere.
.
"The move to the stadium
"It got to be very tough to
and the superior facilities that .hear and tough to communiit offers will greatly enhance cate down there. That's what
· our recruiting efforts," Miami made it difficult to play in,"
said Florida State coach
coach Randy Shannon said.
With the Hurricanes set to Bobby Bowden, who brought
depart, the Orange Bowl will his Seminoles to the building
no longer have a primary ten- nearly two dozen times over
ant. The Dolphins moved to the years.
The Orange Bowl opened
the facility first known as Joe
Robbie Stadium in 1987, and in 1937 and has hosted Super
the Orange Bowl, one of col- Bowls, concerts, boxing
lege football's marquee and matches, a famous speech by
best-known bowl games, President John F. Kennedy to
moved to Dolphin Stadium in Cuban exiles after the failed
Bay of Pigs invasion and even
1996.
All this means the build- Olympic soccer matches in
ing's future is in serious 1996.
Many of the university's
doubt. The site has been mentioned as a possible new existing Orange Bowl tradihome for the Florida Marlins, tion, including the smokeor the stadium could simply filled tunnel for pre-game
introductions and the Miami
be knocked down.
Miami's first game in Dol- ring of honor, will be moved
phin Stadium is scheduled for to Dolphin Stadium, which is
Aug. 30, 2008, against North undergoing $300 million

worth of expansion and renovations.
"We look forward to a
wonderful partnership that
continues the storied football
legacy of UM here in their
new home," Dolphin Stadium owner Wayne Huizenga
said.
The city's stadium refurbishment plan was met with
skepticism by some within
the university since much of
the needed money would
have to come from grants and
tax credits that haven't been
secured.
Still, some fans continued
lobbying until the end, with
more than 4,000 signing an
online petition in recent
weeks imploring the university to stay put, and others
organizing small rallies in
hope of getting trustees to
change their mind
"The city of Miami made
an extraordinary effort to
identify funds and design a
renovation," Shalala said. "But
in the end, it wasn't enough."
Miami's lease at the
Orange Bowl runs past 2008,
but the school will be able to
move next fall. The last
scheduled game for the Hurricanes at the facility will be
Nov.lOagainstVirginia

BROOKLYN, Mich. - Kurt
Busch won for the second time
in three races, prevailing in a
rare Tuesday NASCAR event
after two days of rain postponed the 3M Performance
400 at Michigan International
Speedway.
With the victory, Busch
resumed his late-season charge
to a spot in the Chase for the
Nextel Cup championship.
The 2004 Cup champion
solidified his berth in the 12man lineup for the upcoming
BOB BRODBECK I ASSOCIATED PRESS
Chase, holding off Martin Kurt Busch lifts the winner's trophy after
Truex Jr. in the closing laps for his victory at the NASCAR Nextel Cup 3M
the 17th win of his career.
Perfonnance 400 at Michigan
NASCAR's top circuit had International Speedway on Tuesday.
never run on a Tuesday during
the modem era, which began in slow pit stop late in the race
cost him a top-10 finish as the
1973.
The race was originally fan favorite wound up 12th.
''This was a great win,'' said
scheduled to be run Sunday,
but two days of rain kept the Busch, who broke a 51-race
cars off the track. Other than a winless string two weeks ago at
32-minute fog delay Tuesday Pocono. "It just backs up what
after the frrst 10 laps, the race we did at Pocono:'
Points leader Jeff Gordon,
was run without any more
who started from the pole, was
weather problems.
A spinout by Greg Biffle in the top five most of the day
with just two laps remaining before some late problems relsent the race into overtime. But egated him to a 27th-place finBusch, driving a Dodge for ish.
Gordon's crew had to make
Penske Racing, easily pulled
away from 'Iluex's DEI Chevro- a quick repair on a loose flap
let when the green flag waved along the edge of the No. 24's
rear window during a late pit
for a two-lap sprint on lap 202.
Busch, who didn't take his stop, costing the four-time Cup
frrst lead until lap 101 and champion several positions. He
wound up leading four times then spun into the infield
for 92 laps, beat Truex to the because of a deflating tire and
fell out of the lead lap after getfinish line by 0.495 seconds about eight car lengths on the ting stuck in the grass, which
was left soft and muddy by
high-banked, two-mile oval
There were two cautions in heavy rains over the past two
the last 13 laps and Busch days.
Earnhardt, desperately trystayed on track with worn tires
while some of the cars chasing ing to make his way into the
him pitted for fresh rubber. But Chase lineup, was top-10 car
most of the day, but he slid
he made two perfect restarts.
"It was tough," Busch said. through his pits on a late stop
"You know, rve got to thank the and also fell out of contention.
"I made a mistake on that pit
fans who stuck it out on a Tuesday to see a green-white-check- stop late in the race and that
er (finish). We put it on for probably cost us about five
them here at the end. All the spots,'' said Earnhardt, who had
restarts, all of the guys on dif- to start from the rear of the 43ferent strategy, it really was a car field after his team changed
the transmission on his No. 8
tough, hard-fought win."
Reigning Cup champion, Chevy. ''But we ran good, came
frmmie Johnson, finished third, from the back, passing cars and
followed by Matt Kenseth, racing everybody. That was
Denny Hamlin, Dave Blaney, fun."
Truex, Earnhardt's teamCarl Edwards, Brian Vickers,
Bobby Labonte and Tony Stew- mate who finished second here
art, last week's winner on the .in June, was a bit frustrated finroad course at Watkins Glen in ishing behind Busch, the driver
closest to him in the battle for
New York
With just three races the Chase.
"I wanted it so bad I could
remaining until the start of the
10-race stock car playoff; Busch taste it back there behind Kurt,"
remains 12th in the standings, 'Iluex said "I felt like last time
33 points behind Truex. Dale we probably had the car to beat.
Earnhardt Jr. jumped past Ryan This time we didn't. This time
Newman, Busch's Penske Rac- we had good strategy and a
ing teammate, into 13th, but a good car there at the end"
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OUR STANCE

Fun for all
or none for
B

ob Saget's stand-up comedy act at last year's
Comedy Knight left
about 3,500 students without
seats to the show. After 9,000
students waited hours in
advance for the event, the UCF
arena reached its 5,100 capacity.
Some students were disappointed and some were angry,
and some others were confused. Of the thousands of UCF
students present, 184 people
were able to buy tickets, which
were sold to the public.
After the frenzy of being
stood-up for the stand-up, stu.dents were hoping that relief
would come in the form of the
new convocation center and
football stadium.
UCF has yet to change their
policy on public tickets and
will be selling tickets to the
public for this year's homecoming concert. This year, Fall Out
Boy, Gym Class Heroes, and
Plain White T's are headlining.
SGA Communications
Director John Zimmerman said
in the Future article "Thousands turned away at Arena
event" on Nov. 6, 2006 that all
homecoming events are open
to the public.
Jared Stout, ·t he former Vice
President of Student Government, stated in the same article
that not having enough room
for students to enjoy this event
was a positive thing.
"Unfortunately, some students were not able to take part
in Comedy Knight, but that sit-

If we all can't get in free
uation just highlights the
necessity for the university to
then none of us should get in
have larger venues," Stout said. for free.
Ben Gibbs, the marketing
"This is a great problem to
have and we hope that students director for the arena said,
will continue to take part in
"Students are a big part of what
we do here."
these events."
Students might play a huge
At this year's concert there
part in homecoming and, obviwill be 4,400 free tickets for
ously, funding, but it seems the
students and the other tickets
will be sold to the public at $32 best interests of the students
each.
weren't in their thoughts.
Marc Berkovits, the execuLast year's homecoming disappointment left a lot of people
tive director of homecoming,
said that Bob Saget was the
angry - some still talk about
first event to ever fill the arena
it.
To prevent further disapto capacity.
pointment UCF should make
This should probably foreshadow this year's homecomsure that as many students as
possible can be involved in
ing events.
..
This year with Fall Out Boy
their own homecoming conand Gym Class Heroes headlin- cert.
ing, it can almost be guaranIf there are about 8,000 seats
teed that people will pack into
in the new arena then 8,000
the arena to view it.
· UCF students should be able to
If students are worried they
get in.
won't get a chance to see the
Maybe our school should
show even if they arrive early
settle for cheaper acts so that
like last year, there's always the as many students as possible
option of paying the $32.
can enjoy the event without
The real problem here is
conflict.
that the bigger the act, the less
What would mostly disaptickets UCF can buy with their
point students is not that they
budget. In turn, it forces UCF
got turned away because of the
to open up ticket sales to the
capacity being hit, but that they
public to pay the difference.
couldn't get in because non"The concert is costing way
UCF students are in their place.
more then I can afford,"
Many college students enjoy
Berkovits said. "Doing it this
the headlining bands, but when
way makes sense."
it comes down to a limited
Does it make sense?
budget and the possibility of
The only options available
8,000 students enjoying themto students are either come
selves - student happiness
early to get in free or pay $32.
seems priceless.

YouTube · get
you voting too
C

ampaigning has taken
mass marketing to a new
level with the use of
social networking sites.
YouTube, MySpace, and
Facebook are some of the Web
sites being used for campaigning by both candidates and
their supporters.
All of these social sites are
widely used by UCF students,
the infamous 18 to 24-year-old
age group that has been a target
of politicians for years.
In the last presidential election, the 18 to 29 demographic
made up only 17 percent of the
overall voters, according to the
2004 Exit Polls.
But now, we who enjoy
Internet culture phenomenon
such as the Dramatic Prairie
Dog and the Star Wars Kid,
have taken the dive into the
political pool during adult
swim.Showing support for
your candidate of choice isn't
hard to do using the social sites.
The top three candidates
from the Democratic party
(Hillary Clinton, Barack
Obama, and John Edwards) and
the Republican party (Rudy
Giuliani, John McCain, and Mitt
Romney) all have election Web
sites, but only five of the six
have made use of the social networking sites.
Former New York City
Mayor Rudy Giuliani and Sen.
Hillary Clinton are ahead in the
polls, but in the realm of social
networking it seems that Sen.
Barack Obama is ahead.
Obama has more than
132,000 supporters on Facebook

and more than 168,000 friends
on MySpace. Meanwhile, Clinton has more than 37,000 and
133,000 supporters respectively.
As for Giuliani, he is the one
of the six candidates not directly utilizing social networking
sites, but that's not to say that
he isn't still getting the attention of the younger crowd like
his competition. However, on
Facebook alone, Giuliani is the
topic more than 500 social
groups, most of the groups support him, though some would
like to bid him .an early adieu.
Using a candidate's MySpace
page, you can contact them and
add them to your list of friends,
as well as post messages to
them and read their blog. Likewise, you could use YouTube
and view a candidate's video
diary or you can surf over to
Facebook and view their current status.
While the Internet can be a
great tool for candidates when
used responsibly, it has already
been exploited and could possibly be damaging.
Earlier this year, a video was
posted on YouTube depicting
Clinton as a "Big Brother"
leader a la George Orwell's .
"1984." The video encouraged
voters to not make 2008 like
1984 by voting for Obama.
It was later discovered that
the video was made by a worker on Obama's campaign team,
but the worker in question
admitted to acting on his own
behal£
During the 2006 elections,
Sen. George Allen of Virginia

made an inappropriate comment to a dark-skinned teen by
calling him "Macaca" and welcoming him to America. The
teen videotaped the incident
and put it on YouTube. ·
According to political analysts such as Mark Preston,
CNN's political editor, the comment may have cost him his
election win. In this case,
YouTube showed us a side of a
senator many of us would not
normally get to see.
This summer, "Obama Girl"
emerged and got millions of
hits on YouTube. "Obama Girl"
became so popular a sequel
video was even made. Though
millions laughed and some
made reply videos like "Giuliani
Girl", Obama was not amused.
Obama explained that his
daughter saw the video and was
confused be.c ause her dad is
already married. He said those·
making videos like these should
take their families into consideration.
The access the candidates
are giving supporters is new
and refreshing, and we applaud
them.
Hopefully this hand that has
been extended toward us to
welcome us into the political
realm will be taken with grace.
Our age group has been
accused of being self-centered
and careless, but with the presidential candidates reaching out
to the demographic that we fall
into and attempting to get us
involved we can change things.
Vote in the 2008 election
and prove them wrong.

The Future encourages comments from readers. In order to
be considered for publication, letters to the editor should
not exceed 300 words; we may edit for length. Submit
them online at www.CentralFloridaFuture.com or fax them
to 407-447-4556.Questions? Call 407-447-4558.
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NO WORRIES, MY
FOOTBALL FAN. YOUR
CHANCES OF WINNING A
GAME TICKET IN OUR
LOTTERY rs .JUST AS
GOOD A CHANCE AS
THE REAL LOTTERY!
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Top tiers shouldn't be
students' top choices
In 1983, U.S. News and
Where are the teacher evaluWorld Report began what
ations and the student responswould soon be one of the most
es?
popular and highly anticipated
What rm saying is that we
annual reports in history.
can't rely on numbers to tell us
The first edition of the·
that one school is better than
"America's Best Colleges"
the next.
series was released.
Statistics lie.
Today, however, this annual
Need an example?
ranking is one of the most critiAt one point, the National
cized and misleading of its time. MELISSA HEYBOER Enquirer, known for its less that
Editor-in-Chief
Regardless, many college
reliable approach to news, had a
administrators and prospective
higher circulation number than
college students flock to the bookstands
both the New York Times and Wall
every August to pick up the latest edition
Street Journal So tell me, does that mean
of this lucrative magazine.
the Enquirer provides quality journalism?
But, for what? Self-promotion? MisinDefinitely not.
formation?
The same is true for sports. M~ fans
I call it a beauty contest for schools _:____
and analysts equate greatness with chamjust another superficial way to promote
pionships. But, take Dan Marino for
competition amongst universities across
instance. He is arguably one of the greatthe country. As iffootball isn't enough.
est NFL quarterbacks of all-time, and
This so-called ranking system. howevnever won a Super Bowl ring during his
er, claims to have a method to its madcareei:
ness. Their annual report is said to be
This idea translate5 into schools as
based on an actual formula, which
well
includes surveys done by university presiThis year, Ptjnceton topped Harvard
as America's best college by one point
dents and administration
These Sllh'eys note university gradua(100-99), while Yale and Stanford rounded
tion rates, acceptance rates and freshmen
out the top fom:
retention rates.
It's a common theme. Almost every
Sounds logical right? But can these
year, these Ivy League schools highlight
numbers really tell all? ·
the top tier of the list. And while I don't
Think about it.
question these schools prestige or notabilMany of these schools have lower
ity, I do pose the question: to whom are
these colleges better for, exactly?
graduation rates than their competitors
who sit at the top of the list. But, couldn't
After all, we go to school to study one
we take this as meaning these schools
specific field I suppose if you were to
offer more rigorous and demanding acaattend college for the rest of your life, then
demic agendas?
these schools would be well suited for
you.
Instead these universities get shafted
However, for those business majors
for the one thing that I feel is the biggest
out there, wouldn't it be more logical to
factor in school excellence - tough
look into the University of Pennsylvania,
schedules.
It doesn't end there. Beyond those figwhich is considered the top Business
ures lie the other determining factors,
school in the country, but that on the
which include alumni involvement. I take
overall list only ra.I}ks fifth?
this to mean financial backing, which is
Or how about engineering majors.
obviously important for aiiy schools sucMIT currently sits atop the.list of best
cess. But, does this really measure how
engineering schools in the country, but is
well a school performs academically?
only seventh in the overall ranking?
Yes, rm aware that monetary support
My point is that every student is lookis what fuels the American higher educaing for something different in a university
tion system. Obviously without it, schools and everyone adapts differently to his or
would be void of new classrooms, books
her environment. What might be great to
and equipment. But, I don't believe that
one student may not be to another.
it's this support that can make one respecBut, regardless, that decision is up to a
student, not a magazine, to decide.
tive university better than another.

READER VIEWS

Educator sees flaws in
abstinence's benefits
Let me first congratulate StaffWriter,
Whitney Hamrick, on her article, "Cases
of STDs rise in Central Florida" in your
Aug.13 issue of the Central Florida
Future. However, I would like to make a
few comments.
I have worked with HIV disease since
1989 in various capacities including comanaging the HIV Testing Program at
UCF until our HIV/AIDS education office
was closed in Dec. 2001 and the HIV testing was given to the UCF Real Education
About College Health (REACH) program.
Presently, I supervise the testing program at a local community-based
organiz.ation I am giving this information
in order to qualify for the comments I am
going to mention
In the 10 years I have managed HIV
testing programs, the Western Blot has
never been used as a screening test. It is a
confirmatory test and only used if an individual tests HIV positive or has a nondeterminant result on their enzymelinked immunosorbent assay (ELISA).
I totally agree with Peter Mastroianni's
comment that "there is no other type of
birth control (referring to condoms) that
protects against STDs."
What I am seeing as a certified HIV
educator, is that many students are engaging in both oral and anal sex because there
is no threat of the female becoming pregnant. I know I address this issue when I do

testing or give presentations and I would
hope that this is done also at UCR Students have got to be made aware that
unplanned pregnancies do happen if the
only form ofbirth control used is the pill,
There are many groups of medications
that alter the efficacy of birth control pills
and there are meds both doctor prescribed and over the counters medications including antihistamines, decongestants and antibiotics.
I do not have the article at my disposal
at this time, but the Orlando Sentinel published an article within the last few weeks
stating that unplanned pregnancies were
down - indicating that the abstinenceonly programs were working. This is a
joke. Shortly afterwards, it published an
article, simila,r to yours, that the STD rate
was on the rise.
Don't these reports contradict each
other? It doesn't take a rocket scientist to
figure out that both oral and anal sex is on
the rise. Sex is sex whether it be oral, anal
or vaginal.
If students are concerned about test
results becoming a part of their studep.t
file, there are a number of HIV testing
sites in the Orlando area that will do the
tests for free. If students would like to
receive a more in-depth education regarding HIV Disease, please explore our
course HSC3593 - HIV Disease: A Human
Concern. We still have some slots open
for both the web and live classes.
- LINDA POTKOVIC,

MA, HIV CERTIFIED, HEALTH COORDINATOR
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HOW TO PLACE AN AD

Online 24 hrs/day:
www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds
By phone: 407-447-4555
By fax: 407-447-4556
In person: University Court, Suite 200
Univ. Blvd. & Rouse Rd behind Chick-Fil-A

•

Counselor wanted for afterschool
program at KidTown,USA, Winter
Springs.Great facilities and kids. Would
suit Elementary Education Major. Call
407 696 0113.

NOW HIRING
Marketing&
·Design Intern

Online:
9 a.m. day before publication

VISA, MC, AMEX,
Discover, Cash, Check

Phone, fax, in person:

OFFICE BUSINESS HOURS

5 p.m. Fri for Mon. issue
5 p.m. Mon. for Wed. issue
5 p.m. Wed. for Fri. issue

Monday - Friday
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

Paid marketing internship available in
Longwood. Exp in PR/Adv a plus.
20·30hrs/week. Email resume to
jallen@onlinelabels.com
PT after school nanny needed in
Sanford for 3 elem. kids.until 6:30pm
daily. Duties incl. pick-up from school,
feed, hw help. Must love kids! Pref. ed.
or nursing major. Respond to Tami at
· basflorida@aol.com

CPA Firm needs PIT
Admin.Asst. Flex. hours&days.
$12/hr. Previous office exp. helpful.
Duties incl. doc scanning, filing,
report prep. e-mall resume to
albert@mlxnerco.com
~~~

Creative, computer ·
literate Junior or
Senior age 18 or
older.
Must be reliable with a
positiv~,,,~ooperative

attitude. we offer a competitive wage and free
employee meals.

Interlachen
Country Club
2245 Interlachen Court
Winter Park, FL 32792
Phone: 407-657-0850
FAX: 407-657-5037
cnaples@interlachenccfl.com

STOCKBROKER
ll

PAYMENT METHODS

407-447-4555 • Www.KnightNewspapers.com/dassifieds

BARTENDERS WANTED.
$300 a day potential. No Experience
Necessary. Training Provided.
Age 18 + OK 800-965-6520 x 107.

•

SUBMISSION DEADLINES

TRAINEE
1

Tlw ll1t•1111 sornclhin~ brokers in
this oftke 'can help 1 0 11 to rt•;tch a
poletllial ; i\-llgurt• inrnme.

NOW HIRING
E\.PERIE1\CE IS \OT HEQl.llHED

Great Southern Customer Service
Trainee. No exp.erience
neccessary.$10·19/hr . Peteet for high
school and college students. No selling
involved. Full medical and dental. Call
Michael at 407-830·0107x255 or email
gs,wtnh@earthlink.net

NOW HIRING

FULL time PARALEGAL/
LEGAL SECRETARY
to work as part of the
corporate department
team. We prefer law firm
experience,·min[mum
typing speed 65 WPM,
excellent computer skills
including internet research
experience. We require
excellent grammar and
spelling skills and the abil·
ity to work with minimum
supervision. We offer an
competitive salary and
excellent be.nefits.

Please fax resume to
(407)645-3728.

Seminole Chronicle

,.oma
1utui-e

••••••••••
Are you a current college
Freshman or Sophomore?

is now hiring energetic
team members at our
Downtown Disney" restaurants ...

Do you know what you want
to do after graduation?

..

•HOSTS
•SERVERS
• SERVER ASSISTANTS
•LINE COOKS
• SUSHI CHEFS
• DISHWASHERS
PleQ~ apply ln person

Monday - Friday
from 9am·1tpm and 2pm -4pm
EO€M/f/D/V

Flyer distribution & pressure
washer people needed . Mus\
have transportation. cell & live in the
UCF area. Call 407-359-5901
PT Nanny for 2yr and 9mo old girls in
Sanford. 12-20 hours/week; $10/hour.
Please contact 407-538-2296 or
d_minton@bellsouth.net for more info.

Please contact Ben:.BenH@KnightNewspapers.com

Now hiring professional caregivers..
who love children and need flexible hours.
Please call 407-828-0920 ext. 0
to schedule an interview.

Are you interested in an exciting career?

family of pOS$lonate rest01Jrofe1J(S

Fulton's Crab House,
Wolfgang Puck Cafe &
Portobello Yacht Club!

$}2

Kid's N ite Out

E-mail:trishai@knightnewspapers.com
or call 407-447-4555
C'efttl'al

~~

$J.8

$4

6ntr.tf Stloriba 'uture

Summer Semester
Monday mornings
5:30 - 7:30 a.m.
Truck or SUV required
$10anhour

E-mail resume to

Rate(

$9
$6

• 15 to 20 hours per week • Mac Photoshop and
•Competitive hourly pay
Illustrator experience

DISTRIBUTION DRIVERS

billie@jmcleaninsurance.com.

RateB

$6

Wanted for Fall Semester

RECEPTIONISTI
ADMIN. ASSIST.
Flex hrs M-F. Prev.
Office Exp. needed.
Duties include;
answering telephone,
filing, word processing,
assisting other office
staff.

Rate A

• Pricing includes up to four lines, 35 characters per line
• Offering a successful average return of over 85%,
• Reaching UCF and East Orlando, multiple publication
placement available for Oviedo and Winter Springs
• Enter and view classified ads online 24 hours a day

Exp. babysitter for 7 yr old girl & 5 yr
old boy in Alt. Spgs. Saturday nights
and flexible weekday afternoons.
Light housekeeping a plus.
Please email resume/hrs of avail. to
ronadesign@cfl.rr.com. References req.

Valet parking attendants needed.
$10·$13/hr. PT evenings, flex hrs.
Immediate openings.
Call 407-616-3296

needs part time

Winderweedle, Haines,
Ward & Woodman, P.A.

First issue:
Each addl issue:

Ad Production Artist

----Knight Newspapers----

seeks a

~~----·----~~
l;raduatt·d
from collegt or soon to
~1~1duat1· and tlndin~ a joh marker that\
1101 \lha1 \Oll llH>ughl it \I OUld hl'' .Ire \Oll
fr11s1ra1t·d I\ ith a 1:1CI\ nf income' l.ooi\ini;
for control owr \"Oll O\\' Jl d c >1i111·!

I-~

~~~~

INSURANCE OFFICE

Emerging Audiovisual & Creative
Media Company seeks talented Media
Productio_ns Designer & Freelance
Production Team (Director, Camera,
Sound, Light, Video)
www.thinkcybis.com{join-us
Asst. to president. PT, flexible hrs.
Growing internet co. Computer
skills and understanding of Qbooks
or Illustrator helpful. 321-277-6605

100
125
150
175
200
225
250
275
300

RATES

CLASSIFICATIONS
Rate
Rate
(
Help Wanted: General
325 For Sale: Automotive B
A
Help Wanted: Part-Tune (
350 For Sale: General
A
Help Wanted: Full-Time (
37S ForSale:Pets
B
Business Opportunities B
400 Services'
A
For Rent Homes
500 Announ<ements
B
B
For Rent Apal1ments
B
600. Traver
B
Roommates
A
700 WoBhip
B
Sublease
A
800 Miscellaneous
For Sale: Hornes
B
B
900 Wanted

•••••••• • •
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U.S. AIR FORCE

R•O•T•C
CROSS INTO THE BLUE

Qualified Freshm~n/Sophomore students enrolled in Air
Force ROTC can apply for available scholarships.

Inc
.

0

tives ·Up to $15,000 tuition per year
n
• $750 in textbooks reimbursement
1d

me u e:

• Monthly stipend ($250-$400)

• Special scholarship programs exist for Engineers,
Nurses, and Foreign Language Majors.
For more information,
please call:
(407) 823-1247 or
visit airforce.ucf.edu

NOW HIRING
Lifeguards
and Servers
Ff&PT

Must be 18 or older
Hours vary and will

tailor to class_schec;l\!les.
Only reliable people with
positive attitudes need apply.
We offer competitive salaries
and free meals.

INTERNSHIP
OPPORTUNITY
(entral !Jloriba 'uture
UCF Student Newspaper "

TELEPHONE CLAIMS REPRESENTATIVE

INSURANCE DEVELOPMENT PATH

Sales Intern Wanted for Fall Semester
to assist Advertising Director.
• 12 to 15 hours per week •Scholarship plus credit hours
Please contact Mark: Markl@KnightNewspapers.com

DONATE BLOOD FOR LOCAL
RESEARCH PROGRAM AND RECEIVE
$200 PER DONATION

Grape Juice Antioxidant Study
RIPPE LIFESTYLE INSTITUTE at Florida Hospital Celebration Health is conducting
a study for women comparing the effects of concord grape juice on body
antioxidant status.

VaxDesign Corporation, one of central Florida's leading biotechnology research
companies, is looking for volunteers to take part in an investigational study to aid in
the development of an artificial immune system to test vaccine formulations.
As a participant in this research study, you would be asked to donate white blood cells
on an apheresis machine once every 2 months. Each donation lasts approximately 3-4
hours. In appreciation for your time, you will receive compensation of $200 per
donation.

•
•
•
•
•

Brief Physical Exam
Complete Btood Work
EKG Testing
Body Composition Analysis
$300 Compensation

For more information or to volunteer for this study, please visit

www.vaxdesign.com/donors
or contact us at 407-249-3651 I donors@vaxdesign.com.

•
•

\Tj VAXDJESKGN
This study has been reviewed by, and received ethics clearance through Chesapeake Research
Review, Inc., (CRRI), a Maryland corporation, Columbia Gateway Drive, Columbia, MD 21046.

To qualify you must be a healthy
female, normal weight, non-smoking,
and between 20 and 50 years of age.
You must be able to participate in
2 separate double-night stays.

For more information please call 407-303-4544

A20

www. Centra/Floridafuture. com
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M or F needed for babysitting and
driving preteen triplet boys and 5 yr old
to activites and run errands. In
Windermere area, lsleworth
community. Sun afternoons and
Monday mornings. 5-8 hours per week.
Send resume to 813-752-9875

Progressive ophthalmic
practice seeking Prr, Ffr professional
for direct pt. care. Flex hrs. Must have
exc. commun, organiz, & computer
skills. Bilingual skills/ optical or pt care
experience is a plus. Training
available. Located near Fashion Sq.
Mall. Email resume to
kperry2000@prodigy.net or fax @
407.876.4236

Sales Help Needed
Answer phones, counter sales.computer skills, light paperwork Call
407-729-1952
Tropical Smoothie Cafe is hiring Ft/Pt
for 3 locations. Must have daytime
avail. Apply inside Blanchard Park
YMCA. 407-658-1610

Servers, Cashiers and Hosts
Wanted PT/FT .No exp necessary.
Energetic people w/ positive
attitudes. Only 20 min from UCF.
Come In between 9 and 5. The
Briarpatch Restaurant
252 Park Ave N. Call 407-628-8651.

$5,000. PAID EGG DONORS. +
expenses. Non smokers, ages 19-29,
SAT >1100/ACT >24/ GPA 3.0
Contact: info@eggdonorcenter.com
Pfr Doggy Daycare Position.
Must Love Dogs.
Vet/Kennel Exp. a plus!
Locations in Orlando and Sanford
•••www.dogdayafternoon.net•.. email
resume to info@dogdayafternoon.net

Graphic Designer Assistant Maintain user-friendly client
websites. Must be available to
update sites a few hrs a day, MonFri. Send resume to
info@joanorlando.com

ATTN AD/PR/MARKETING
NANNY - Loving & energetic person to
care for 2yr old boy & Brno old boy.
Home is clean, close to UCF. Hrs
needed 10:00AM to 4:30PM. Pay up
to $350/Week. References & reliable
transportation . Please call (407) 2526813 or (407) 673 9190

MAJORS!
Fall Marketing Internship Available!
Flex hours (10-15/week). Great
experience! Fast-paced work
environment. Must be energetic,
creative, hard-working!
UCF credit available.
Send resume w/ cover letter to
ryanm@KnlghtNewspapers.com.

The

Let UPS
Help Pay for
College!

Pfr telephone sales/customer service
position. Must have excellent phone
and customer service skills and basic
computer knowledge. M W F
mornings. $7/hr. Contact Pam 407-9714339 or pam @daysol.com.
Cheerleading instructors needed to
teach children Pfr, great pay, view
employment opportunities at
www.allamericanyouth.org
Fax resume to 813-964-8806

NEED A JOB???
Classified Sales Rep
wanted for the
Central Florida Future.
Outbound sales exp. preferred
Make minimum $8+/hr. No Nights
or Weekends, 20-25hrs/weekl
PLUS monthly bonus!
E-mail resume and availability to
trlshal @KnightNewspapers.com

Looking for Outgoing P!T
Valets Must be professional and
responsible. Pay starting at $9/hr.
lmmed openings. Apply online @
parkwayvalet.com
Receptionist at Real Estate Office,
. Maitland area. Needed Sat and Sun 104pm. Pays $10/hr. 407-657-8600

PT help needed for busy test prep
office. Excellent customer service,
phone skills, and attn. to details req. To
apply, fax cover letter and resume with
hourly pay req. to 407-273-7436 or
email to amy.faulkenberry@kaplan.com

.._
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YES!

A Sophisticated,
& Affordable
Downtown Lifestyle
can be yours!

Orpington St.

Downtown Orlando: 860 N. 01·imge

Amenities, Rents.and 1ntentivessubject to change.

~Tue

~

•

at
Under New Ownership!
Remodeled Weight Room

Tannin Bed IControlled Entrance

Move

•
m
Special!

I

PLUS
112· OFF

~

FOUR BEDROOMS, FOUR BATHROOMS, FOUR LEASES!
CONVENIENTLY LOCATED BY UNIVERSITY OF CENTRAL FLORIDA.

{,

---- -----·
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Wanted proffessional assistant to local
CEO to help with personal arrends,
home organization, appointments,
meeting schedules and supervision of
6 & 9 grade students during homework
hours. 10+ hours per week 3-6pm.
High hourly rate and must have reliable
transportation and strong references.
Must have experience making
decisions and handling situations to a
positive outcome. email resume to
bill@aoimedical.net.

NO BULL!
The World 's Healthiest Energy Drink Is
Creating Fortunes!!!
1-888-372-8912 (24/7)
GOLDENKNIGHTSNEEDJOBS.COM
Paid Survey Takers Needed In
Orlando. 100% FREE to join.
Ciiek on Surveys.

~FOR RENT:

!~Homes

2br./2 ba. Duplex near UCF. $850.00 I
mo. + util. & deposit. Includes:
garage, new carpeting & appls., w/d,
back yard. Avail. immed.
Walden Woods Dr. & Alafaya Tr.
(407) 365 - 2471
3 Bed/1.5 Bath House for Rent. 5 min.
from UCF. Newly remodeled large
kitchen and bath. Ask about an option
to buy. $1200.
3x2villa E.Orlando,fenced,Pool, close
to UCF,VCC.Get$45k to buy a house.
4074546322 DHunter HIRealty

•

•
J,,

Available NOW! 1/1 in 2/2 F College
student. Less 1/2 mile from UCF. Shortterm lease available. $500+1/2 Utl ALL NEGOTABLE Call 407-620-2630

.

•
..,

,.

in 6 bedroom
home. Behind UCF. Internet/Cable,
utilities, W/D, dishwasher, community
pool, $525/month. 1 room avail.
immediately! M/F. Call 407-876-5697
or 407-408-0803

For Rent
4/2 Bonneyille Area near UCF. All or
part privacy fence price negotiable
Call ~ 52-629-5072 or 352-362-1 056

'

In a large 5/3. All appliances,
community pool, gym, and tennis.
$500/mo incl. util.
Call 407-968-3931 or 407-737-0923
Waterford Lakes:
LaFge waterfront homes 3, 4 & 5
bedroom, $1,275 & up.
407-760-0768 ensorroso@hotmail.com
Single Family Homes
Lakefront: Extra nice and clean! Lots of
upgrades. 4/2/2 All appl., eomm. pool
from $1390 Call 407-833-0063
Beautiful 5 bedroom house
located on a Culdasac. The gate in
t he backyard leads to a huge field
for outdoor activities. Washer and
Dryer room located inside of house.
New ltems:Roof Fence Screen Patio
Water Softener 407.733.4597 or
407.712.4035
Lovely 3/2 condo ($1150) or 2/2.5
townhome ($1250)in New Gated
Regent Park! All appliances. Rent
Includes water, sewer, trash, basic
cable & internet service. Unit
nearest Pool & fitness center. Near
VCC, UCF & Waterford Lake. Pet
okl Call Marisol Garcia at 407-7212424 for more details.
3/2.5/1 Townhome available Sept 1st
Spring Isle in Avalon Park
$1500/month
407-282-9735
2/1 .5 townhome new carpet and tile,
W/D. Across the street from UCF.
$750, security deposit $750
407-592-3801 Coldwell Banker
1/1 875 sq . ft. All new appl, newly
remodeled. $1 000/mo incl. high speed
internet, digital cable, digital phone and
security system. In Wate rford Lakes,
min from UCF. Lease option to buy.
407-443-4660

~

University Estates: 4/2 Pool 2500 sq.
ft. $1950/ College Park 3/2 Pool
1500 sq.ft. $1600
Call 407-922-0376
Homes, condos, duplexes for rent. Go
to www.ORLrent.com to view available
rentals. RE/MAX 200 Realty
407-571-3659

COMMUNITY
ALL APPLIANCES INCLUDED;
CABLE; POOL; FITNESS CENTER;
1100 SQFT SPLIT FLRPLN; W/D; 5
MIN TO VALENCIA 10 MIN TO UCF.
$1035/MO. 407-488-7260.

3 rooms avail. in Avalon Park

l'I

BRAND NEW Townhome in The
Biltmore gated community. 3/2.5, 2 car
garage, utility room, pool, fitness center,
jogging paths. Close to UCF!
$1575/mo AVAIL JAN 1 2008
Call Karen 407-923-2779

Condos And Homes For Rent &
Sale. Free 24/7 Website With Pies &
Info. Century 21. Rick Sletten
321-438-4568

...

~

Brand New 3/2.5/1 townhouse 2 min
from UCF. Gated, granite countertops
$1600/mo Avail ASAP
Call 407-719-9168 ·

2 BED/2 BATH GATED

Great 3/2, $1375/mo, spit fir pin. skylts,
frig , W/D, 2car garage, fence & consv
area. Mins to UCF. Fantastic opp.call
321-274-6999 or ljz1115@yahoo.com

"'

FOR RENT 211 .5 Town house in
Cambridge Circle (Alafaya Tri) Small
yard, $850/mo. Call Reeta
321-363-6345.

WWW. UCFCondos.COM

•

~,

Townhome for Rent
Hawthorne Glen
1 mile from UCF
Close to Valencia and SCC
3/2.5 - $1 ,500 .
Call: 321-662-5273

TOWNHOUSE NEAR UCF
2 Master Bedrooms, 2.5 Bathrooms
1/2 ml. from UCF & Research Park
Close to Waterford Lakes Town
Center2 Parking Spaces, W/D
Included. $850/Month 407-310-6583

lcBD/2BA in Alafaya Woods, Avail
owl W/ D, large yard, 10 min. from
UCF, garage, cul-de-sac, Very Clean!
$1200/mo. 407-342-9493

"

2/2 Duplex w/ 2 car garage, comm.
pool, new floors, $875/mo.
2/1 house, 1/2 acre lot $700/mo.
4/2 house, new floors, right behind
UCF, $975/mo. 407-568-0051

$725/MONTH
RENT TO OWN
BALDWIN PARK CONDO upgraded
212, lakeside pool, appliances,
Special Program - apply rent to
purchase with ZERO or LOW down.
Call 1-866-380-7301 enter # 2201
www.OrlandoFreeHomelnfo.com

Rooms for rent

·~

5BR/2.5BA Home in Avalon Park, lawn
care & cable included, comm. pool,
pets OK, 2 car garage,
$1695 rent and sec. dep.
407-329-1132

FOR RENT OR SALE 4/2/2 home
2227 Justin Ave. Orlando, 32826.
Close to UCF, great neighborhood
$2100/mo 904-733-55081904-864-0712

Townhouse for Rent
For Sale $279,000 or rent $1300/mo or
Rent to Own. Spacious 3/2.5 end unit
with attached garage; gated comm. w/
pool. Min from the Greenway/417 off
Lee Vista Blvd. 407-349-5972
$995/mo 3/2
S.S . appl, ceramic tile. E. Orlando
407-898-7502 407-666-4488
Mid Fla Management
FREE RENT! Resonable Deposit
2x1 Move in NOW pay rent Sept 1
$900 Call me NOW 407-489-5122 2
Miles from campus on Alafaya Tr.
UCF Area 2bd/2ba first floor. clean and
sharp. all appl incl. pool, volleyball, 1/2
mi to campus on Alafaya. $900/mo no
pets. Call 407-232-1706
WINTER PARK 2/2 LUXURY CONDO
POOL FRONT FIRST FLOOR
New appl, kitchen, cabinets and
countertops. Full size W/D, new tile in
kitchen and bath. N/S & No pets
...,
$995/mo 407-628-2!lOQ.
Must See! 2 Bedroom 2 Bath condo,
1000 sqft. $1050/month includes
Washer Dryer, Water, and Pest
Control! New Tiles and Appliances.Condo is on the 2nd floor. Pool View.
Close to UCF.
Call 214-244-7542

NO CREDIT CHECK, NO
APPLICATION FEE, FIRST MONTH
FREEi! 2 bedroom 1.5 bath
remodeled town home. Brand new
barber carpet, tile, Frigidaire
appliances. Just off Alafaya 1 mlle
south of the University. Hurry, this
unit won't last. Call Adam at 407339-1108 x106.
Student Apartment near UCF.Free
Rent August immediately. Female,
4Bed/2Bath, washer/Dryer, gym, utility
included $475m
Contact: Mishka 407 683 8310

Trendy 1 and 3bedroom condos
available for rent within 3 miles of UCF
. . . The Crest @ Waterford Lakes
could be your new home, so call
Janice today on 407 782 9431 or email
jvh0914@yahoo.com to schedule an
appointment.

TEKSYSTl):MS, A LEADING PROVIDER OF STRATEGIC
INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY AND COMMUNICATIONS
SERVICES, IS CURRENTLY SEEKING AN ENERGETIC,
CAREER ORIENTED iNDIVIDUAL FOR AN OPPORTUNITY
AS AN IN-HOUSE RECRUITER FOR OUR LOCAL OFFICE.
TEKSYSTEMS IS A DIVISION OF ALLEGIS GROUP, PROVIDING OUR CLIENTS WITH TECHNICAL PROFESSION·
ALS IN THE APPLICATIONS, INFRASTRUCTURE, AND
COMMUNICATIONS SERVICE AREAS. THE NATION'S
LARGEST IT STAFFING FIRM, WE HAVE OVER 100 FIELD
O.FFICES LOCATED ACROSS THE UNITED STATES,
CANADA, AND EUROPE.
OUR RECRUITERS WORK WITH OUR CLIENTS AND A
HIGH ENERGY TEAM OF TEKSYSTEMS SALES
MANAGERS, CUSTOMER SERVICE ASSOCIATES AND
OTHERS TO IDENTIFY, SCREEN, INTERVIEW, PRESENT
AND HIRE QUALIFIED CANDIDATES FOR CONTRACT AND
PERMANENT POSITIONS.

•

1/1 avil in priv, home. W/D, pool, wi-fi,
priv. drive and entrance. All util, quiet
neighborhood.close to UCF. $500/mo •
Call Ron for info 407-625-8193

2550 North Alafaya Trail
1/1 Close to UCF. Great condition!
$760/mo incl. w/d and cable.
786-255-1866

2006 Avalon Park Townhome 3/2.5
Quiet neighborhood with an up and
coming comm that has restaurants,
cafes, and recreational area. 15 min to
UCF, 5 min to numerous shopping
plaza. Seeking quiet and responsible
individual. Pref. clean, working prof.,
grads, or post grads. Neg rent incl. all
util. If interested, contact Percy at
407-595-9011

$450/mo free util/internet in 3/1 1O min
from UCF call 954 937 1223 email
koyapb@ix.netcom.com
1 F r/m needed for large like new
house on beautiful lake in gated
community. Minutes from UCF and
Valencia, community pool, stainless
steel apps. and granite counters.
475/mo includes digital cable and
high speed internet. Call Cathryn at
407-435-4491
2 FEM. ROOMMATES NEEDED
BEAUTIFUL TOWNHOME LOCATED
AT AVALON PARK. $600 UTILITIES
INCLUDED.
NO PETS. CALL 407 455 0529
Christian female needed to share 3/2
home in Waterford Lakes. E-mail me at
TLCDream02@aol.com or check out
myspace.com/waterfordlakeshome for
more information!
1 room for rent in 3/2 house. Easy
access to 408 and UCF, big backyard.looking for laid back person M/F.
$370/mo + util. Call 321-695-5526.
Female n/s wanted UCF-Tivoli area 3/2
home DSL W/D furn carpet $400/mo
sh ba w/female utils incl. 407-971-6748
FEMALE ROOMMATE
WANTED (mature, responslble)ln 211
condo w/d large room, kitchen, 2
kitties, $450+1/2
eleclcable/roadrunner; poovtennls,
436/red bug; call Maya 407-4438840; AVAIL NOW

LOOK!!!
1 room avail in a large house close to
UCF. Includes in-ground pool, WID, &
full kitchen. $350/mo. + split util.
Call 407-733-4597, leave message.
2 Furn rms $500/mo. incl util. No
lease. Non-refundable $100 sec. dep.
Call 407-668-0825 (cell)
,
407-380-4892 (work)
Landlord is 58 yrs. old

Room For Rent
in a beautiful 3br/2ba house. 5 min
from UCF all util. cable and fast
internet incl. 550/mo. Available
immediately.
Call 954-649-4933
2 Rooms Available in 3BR/2BA Home.
Very clean house, fenced in back yard,
2 car garage, 1 mile from UCF off
University Blvd., Washer/Dryer, $550
per room includes utilities and cable.
407-756-9297
UNDERGRAD GUYS SEEK M/F 3RD
Furn. 3/2 TH Wtrfrd Lks Gated Comm.
Pool. 2.5 mi. to UCF $525 includes util.
Uni. Rm-4-Rent 561-427-340313405
Room for rent, M/F for 3/2 home
behind UCF. Must be responsible.
Backyard overlooks conservation.
$500/mo 407-803-1359
Room for rent in 3br/2ba house. 5 min
. from UCF cable/internet incl. $550/mo
Upperclassmen only. Available
immediately. Call 954-649-4933

New Avalon Park Town Home
N/S Roommate needed $495/mo + 1/3
util. W/D, cable, pool, tennis and
clubhouse w/ fitness center. Gated
community Call 407-963-4061
1 room for rent in 3/2 home . F only.
N/S, No pets. Students OK.
$500/mo all util incl. 407-948-1915 or
407-671-0496
F needed to share 5t.3 with 2 -other
UCF students. 5 min to UCF.
$550/mo most utilities and Internet
included.
Please Call 954-436-8924

Pegasus Landing-Male-Room
and own bath (in 4/4 Apt)
Furnished - Utll. included. Across
from UCF. Avall. 8/17/07 to 7131/08.
$525/month Move In fees and Aug
& Sept rent paid for. 561-266-5782
rustysurf08@aol.com
Room avail at Pegasus Pointe in 4/2
$475/mo all util incl. 3 min to UCF.
Residence and decal fee already
paid. Call Jonathan at 305- 905-3440.

VERY CLEAN & NEAT Waterford
Lakes "FURNISHED" room available.
All Utilities included! $500.00 Short
term OK. Text or Call Carl
407.538.3394 or cbfw@psualum.com

PEGASUS LANDING
Your own bed/bath in a furn 4/4
$525/inc util. Female. Lefise 8118 to
5/6/08. Call (954) 829-2053 .

Looking for a quiet, clean, NS roomate
in 4/3 home with pool. Available
immed. $500/mon (util. included).
954-303-7180

Pegasus Point- 2/2, private bath.
$560/mo. all utilities included. Available
immediately. Females Onlyl
Contact Kelma 787-951 -6496

M or F roommate needed for 3/2 condo
8 miles from UCF. Gym, pool,
$500/mo + electric/internet.
321-262-3480

Short Term Lease
Close to UCF Collegiate VIiiage Inn
Includes housekeeping, internet,
meal plan, and cable. Single,
$781/mo Available now. Lease Term
Aug-Jan. Call Steve 727-687-3687

2 rooms avail July 31st in 3/2.5/2
house. Quiet, safe, Master avail for
$695/mo all util incl. Other bdrm
$595/mo. Pets OK, fenced yard, W/D.
407-739-7863
F roommate needed for 3/2.5
townhome in Enclave. $510/mo all util'
_ incl. Available ASAP!
239-784-561,!6
quiet, responsible, N/S roommate
needed for 3 bedrm condo next to ucf.
private bdrm share bath w/ M. 475 all
incld. call jeff 407-797-5001
Responsible Female UCF
Student to share 3BR/2.5B Tnhse
w/same near UCF No Pets N/S Only
Pool W/D $525 Avail lmmed 941-7136844 Chk orlando.craigsllst.org/roo,1400408080
ROOM FOR RENT IN HOME
$550/mo. ALL UTILITIES INCLD
Located off Dean Rd/University.
Mins from UCF. Nice quiet
neighborhood. Grad
student/professional looking for
male roommate.
·
Interested/questions
Contact Patrick
room.for.rent@hotmail.com
407-719-9580
Roommate Needed in a brand new 3/2.5 Avalon Lakes Townhouse. Gated
Community, Pool, wireless internet
$600/month everything included. Call
Mike 954-234-3953

T-EK
systems
WWW.TEKSYSTEMS.COM
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WWW. UCFCondos.COM
Condos And Homes For Sale &
Rent. Free 24/7 Website With Pies &
Info. Century 21. Rick Sletten
321-438-4568
Single Family Home $225,000

312 1750 sq ft, near UCF. Scrnd
porch, cul-de-sac. $0 down option
Free recorded message
407-965-0094 code 42954

ACROSS
1 Ocean extract
5 First name in
book clubs
1O Supervisor
14 Kind of job or
flake
15 Director
Cameron
16 Jazzy Fitzgerald
17 "Auld Lang __:
18 Slim candle
19 Andy's friend
20 Tickled pink
22 Runs easily
23 Tightly-packed
fish
26 Worthless
27 " Fideles"
28 Chow
29 _ Cruces, NM
30 Organize and
simplify
36 Contract
negotiator
39 Attila follower
40 Hazard
41 Laundry soaps
44 Tie the knot
45 Spotted
46 Beat walkers
49 Battery
accessory
52 Short, witty
remark
54 Fed the kitty
55 Word separators
56 Naval jail
57 Model Klum
58 Savoir-faire
62 Sort of shot or
suit
63 Banks of
baseball
64 Actress Falco
65 Members of a
fraternal order
66 Equals
67 Showdown time

Wednesday puzzle:
Medium level
Friday puzzle:
Hard level

DOWN
1 Sound of a leak
2 Random choice
3 Chaney of "The
Wolf Man"
4 Nubby wools
5 Gas ratings
6 Blather
7 Ins and outs

8122101
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8 Bedazzled
9 -Part of HMS
10 Not intolerable
11 "Miami Vice" costar
12 Laziness
13 Smart-mouthed
21 Illuminated
22 The Donald
23 Dinner course
24 Maxim
25 Change a timer
26 Refrain syllable
28 Well-bred chap
31 Next
32 Hosiery mishap
33 Golfer Hale
34 Extended family
member
35 More senior
37 Rainy-day funds
38 Arboreally
cornered
42 Aus. neighbor
43 Biological
classification
47 Cheer for the
matador

48 Pay heed
49 Postpone for
later action
50 Sign up: var
51 Awful smell
52 Voice a
viewpoint

53 Lowest point
55 Withered
57 With it, so it was
said
59 Bother
60 AFL-_
61 Five after five

Solution and new puzzles in next issue's Classifieds

Single Family Home $225,000 3/2/2
5 min to UCF, scrn prch, year bullt
2002, move In ready, free rec. msg
407-965-0094 code 42964
For rent, 212 condo and 3/2 duplex.
$950 Mo. Less that 2 miles from UCF.
Appliances incl. LA Real Estate
407-679-2600

~ FOR SALE:
ICW
Automotive
4/2 POOL HOME!!
OXFORD PARK OFF UNIVERSITY.HUGE MASTER, GREAT LAYOUT.EXTREMELY WELL KEPT,
CONVENIENT LOCATION NEAR
417. $319,000.CALLJOHN
ROSS/COLDWELL BANKER (407)
929-7748
Check out these new listings and
pricesl ll Call today for apptl!
3/2.5 end unit townhome near UCF
and Seimens. Only $240,000
4/2.5 pool home w/ 3car·garage.
Located in guard gated Heathrow.
Range priced $350,000-$380,000
6/4.5 w/ 3950sfl Backs to conservation.
Amazingly priced at only $379,900111

4/2.5 pool home, near UCF, Research,
SCC. Located in Oviedo Kingsbridge
West $375,000

is looking for Fall 2007 interns
to learn about and write about
communities near UCF
Call Michelle Yoffi-Beard, editor,
at 407.447.4557 x210

Monday puzzle:
Easy/eve/

CROSSWORD

3/2 on 1/4ac+, screened porch and
split bedrooms. Near Waterford Lakes.
, Bargain ~riced $250,000!

·seminole
Chronicle

that every row, .
column and 3x3
box contains the
digits 1 through 9
with no repeats.

Solution, tips and com put.e r program at www.sudoku.com

212 close to UCF. {Rouse and SR 50).
For sale with option to rent at $1050
per month.
954-806-0772 or 954-741-5337.
4429 KING EDWARD DR. ORLANDO
32826 BEST PRICED-UCF AREAi
Well maintained 3/2 on conservation,
screened porch, no rear neighbors and
·new paint! Minutes to UCF, SCC,
Siemens, Research Park and close to
shopping! Community pool and tennis.
$235,000 John Campese REMAX
SELECT 407-310-8974

3 suldolku
© Puzzles by Pappocom

9 1 4

Sub-lease one bedroom in 4
bedroom condo @ The Lofts, female,
$599. p/mo, first month's rent free
and will pay app fee of $200.
321-436-6873

$1125/mo 2/2 E. Orlando
Hardwood, granite, S.S appl,
backyard. 407-898-7502 407-666-2488
Mid Fla Management

"fl

•

New town home for rent on corner of
McCulloch and Lockwood. 1/2 mile
from UCF. 3bd/2.5ba 1915 sq. ft. New
appliances. Call 321-689-2501

Orlando townhome 212 New fridge,
stove and paintl WOW $137,500
Orlando condo 2/2 completely
remodeled! $150,000111

Fine Cars Outlet
Specializing in first time buyers and
credit Issues. Great for students!
www.finecarsoutlet.com
{407) 381-4444 or (407) 381-4220

Pool Table: 8' professional series
furniture style table, carved legs,
oversized 1" slate, leather pockets. All
BRAND NEW. Retail $4,000; Must sell
$1250. Set-up available. 407-831-1322

Christian Weekly Planner
is the best planner for organizing your
academic schedule. Order at
http://www. lulu .com/content/1085307
Futon w/ 8" mat, BRAND NEW, can
. deliver. $200 Call 407-831-1322
Beds: All brand new. Never-Flip PillowTop Mattress sets. Twins, $120, Full,
$140, Queen, $160, King, $230,
delivery available. 407-331-1941
Bed Set: $900, 6 pc solid wood, sleigh
bed group, never used.
407-831-1322
Brand New Conditionlll 2 Beautiful
Love Seats for sale $150 each.
Please call 407-970-2818

Call Exit Real Estate Results/Kelly Sue
Stonebreaker
321-228-3974 todayl
HOMES FOR RENT OR SALE
3 & 4 bedroom homes with or without
pool. Call Century 21 Oviedo.
407-365-6403

How

or email editor@seminolechronide.com
with your experience.

Need $$$ Fast
Good and Bad Credit Welcome
No advance fees
1-866-833-0006

KNIGHTRO

places Classifieds in the

(entral 1fodba :future
for as low as $4 an issue!
Mechanical, Electrical & Plumbing Engineering firm
seeks the following staff for its rapidly growing
Orlando location (Quadrangle near UCF). Excellent
opportunity for future full-time employment for
qualified candidates in engineering field.

Owww.KnightNewspapers.com/
classifieds

407-447-4555

ELECTRJCAl/MECHANICAUPLUMBING
CAD DRAFTERS/DESIGNERS Part-time, experienced using AutoCad 2005
and working in a network environment.
Fax or email your resume to R. Roberson
407-830-6836 • rroberson@klgllc.com
www.KLGUC.com

In Person:
University Court
Suite200
(l!n>ftnlrrBhd. Ho... U)

By Fax:
407-447-4~56
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The plan offers.you:
.

'

Coverage for most services at the UCF Heal Ce e
Coverage for prescription drugs, includ·ng re uce · co a s
at th-e UCF Pharmacy
· •
Access to Aetna's nationwide network of hea th care
\: . professiona.ls ·
•
•

11-. · Travel Assistance Services and·Worldw·de e ·ca co e
-,. · •
Vision,·Fitness, and Natural Products and Se ·ces ·sea
Programs

e

I

· Enr.oll Today at www.chickering.com .
...
I

~./

